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ABSTRACT

A coordinated quasi-optimal minimum-time control strategy
involving dynamic-braking-resistor-shunt-reactor and excitation
control is proposed for stabilization of power systems.The first
control action, incorporating dynamic braking resistor and shunt
reactor,is applied for initial stabilization of system and the
second action, incorporating excitation control,is applied
subsequently for stabilizing remaining small amplitude
oscillations. following the first swing.The time-optimal control
is derived as a function of synchronous machine power, rotor
angular position and speed deviation which depend on the
conditions existing at the time.The strategy has been applied
here to three different cases of multimachine power
sysyems.Results show that the application of the proposed
strategy involving sequential control actions is a simple and
effective method for achieving power system stability.It has also
been found that the cbnrtol sch~me is feasible for online
applic~tion using relatively little hardware and simple local
measurements.
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IN°.L'Bl'JDUC'TION

1.1 GENERAL

The general trend in electric power production to-day is toward inter-
connected networks of transmission lines linking generators and loads into
large integrated systems. Disturbances at any point is likely to propagate
'through the rest of the system and this may result in failures of machines and
equipments unless adequate safety measures are incorporated. For reliable gen-
eration and transmission of electrical energy, it is essential that the total
power system be stable subsequent to such disturbances. Application of
suitable control techniques to improve the transient stability of power sys-
tems shall be investigated in the present work.

1. 2 POWEU SYS'11'M STABILI1'Y

According to Kimbark [2), "Power system stability is a tenn applied to
alternating current electric power systems, denoting a condition in which the
various synchronous machines of the system remain in synchronism or 'in step'
with each other. Conversely, instability denotes a condition involving 16ss of
synchronism or falling 'out of step'''. Power system stability may be class-
ified into steady-state stability, transient stability and dynamic stability
depending on the order of magnitude and type of disturbances.

Steady state stability is the ability of the power system to maintain
transfer of power without loss of synchronism as the amount of power trans-
ferred is changed gradually. The change in power level must occur slowly enough
so that regulating devices are able to respond. It is also assumed that iner-
tia,effect is negligible.

Transient stability is the ability of a power system to n~intain
stability in the event of a sudden large change in load occasioned by system
switching or by faults. Usually the regulating devices are not 'fast enough



to respond during this transient period and nonlinear modes of system opera-
tion may be encountered. In this case system is likely to lose stability un-
less an effective co,mtermeasure is taken, e.g. dynamic resistance braking or
fast valving/load shedding.

Dynamic stability is the ability of the power system to maintain
stability for relatively small disturbances and to prevent oscillations.,
Dynrunic instability generally occurs due to lack of damping torque. A typical
example would be the low frequency oscillations that may occur in the large
interconnected power systems.

1.3 STABILITY snJDIES
Transient stability studies constitute one of the major analytical ap-

proaches to study .ofpower system electromechanical dynamic behavior. These
studies are ,aimed at determining if the system will remain in synchronism,fol-
lowing major disturbances such as system faults, sudden and large load
changes, loss of generating units, or line switching. Present day power sys-
tems are vast, heavily interconnected,incorporating hundreds of machines which
can dynamically interact through their extra-high yoltage'networks. lhese
machines have associated excitation systems and turbine-governing control
systems. In transient stability studies these associated components must be
modeled in order to properly reflect the correct dynamic responSe of the sys-
tem to certain disturbances.

Dynamic and steady state stability studies are less extensive in scoPe
and involve one or j,:,stfew machines undergoing slow or gradual changes in
operating conditions. Therefore, dynamiC; and steady-state stability studies
concern the stability of the locus of essentially steady-state operating
points of the system. The distinction made between steady-state and dynamic
stability studies is really artificial since the stability problems are the
srune in nature, they differ only in the degree of detail use to model of the

2
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machines. In dynamic stability studies, the excitation systemand turbine-

governingsystemmodelsare represented along with synchronousmachinemodels.

Steady-state stability studies use a very simple generator modelwhich treats

the generator as a constant voltage source. Thesolution technique is to ex-

aminethe stability of the systemtmder incremental variations about an equi-

librium point. Thenonlinear differential and algebraic equations for the sys-

tem can be linearized whichare then solved to determinewhether the machines

will remain in synchronismfollowing small changes fromthe operating .point.

Transient stability studies are muchmore conmonly tmdertsken thereby

reflecting their greater imprtancein practice. SuchPI'l?blemsinvolve large

distubnces whichdo not allow the linearization process to be used and the

nonlinear differential and algebraic equations mustbe solved. Transient

stability problemscan be subdivided into first awingandmultiawing stability

problems. First swingstability study is based on a reasonably simple gener-

ator model without representation of the control systems. Usuatly the time

Period tmderconsideration is one secondafter the system fault.. Multiswing

stability problemsextend over a longer period and therefore must consider ef-

fects of generator control systemswhichaffect machineperformanceduring

that time period.

1.4 ~!mJDIHS

Duringsteady operation of a powersystem, there is equilibrium between

the mechanicalpowerinput of each generator and the sumof the losses and the

electric poweroutput of that generator. Similar equilibrium exists for each

generating plant, for each area and for the entire powersystem.

This equilibrium is destroyed by a disturbance. A short circuit near a

plant greatly decreases the electric poweroutput of the plant and

increases its losses by a lesser emount,but it has no immediateeffect on the

hanical input. Theexcess of input over losses and output (called ac-

3



celerating power) goes into increasing the kinetic energy of
units in the plant. Similarly, excess of output and
(deceleratil~ power) decreases the kinetic energy.

the- generating
losses over input

Accelerating power divided_ by the inertia constant equals angular
acceleration. The time integral of angular acceleration is the angular speed
deviation. The tin~ integral of angular speed deviation is the change of angle
relative to a reference axis rotating at rated speed. If the relative angle
between two generating units become too great, synchronism is lost.

Note that the first sign of impending trouble is acceleration. The speed
deviation appears later and the angular change-still later. lherefore, detec-
tion of angular acceleration is the most promising way of quickly initiating

preventive action.

Disequilibrium of power can occur as a result of either a change of -
mechanical input or of a char~e of electrical output. However, from a practi-
cal point of view, it is obvious that changes in electrical output can occur
almost instantaneously because of changes in the network, whereas the mechani-
cal input cannot change nearly so fast. Although a sudden change in output
should properly be counteracted immediately by a sudden change of input of
equal amount, this cannot always be accomplished in practice rapidly enough to
prevent instability. This fact suggests that after disequilibrium has been
caused by a sudden change in the network, it must be counteracted by another
sudden chal~e in the network. The second sudden change may be stopped when the
necessity for it has disappeared either through slower readjustment of
mechanical input or through ,the disappearance of the first change in the

network.

4



1.5 MB'l.BUJ OF RJWHR SYS'l»f '.I'RAmIllNT STABILIZATIm

Theswingequation for a synchronousmachinecan be written as

where

d20 d~
M ---- + D
dt2 dt

= 'Pi. - Po (1.1)

M =
D =
~ =
Pi. =

inertia constant

damping,constant

rotor angle

mechanicalinPJt power

BY

Po = output power=
x

sin 6

Pi. - Po = Pa = accelerating power

At the steady state operating poin~ of the machine, both the velocity of

the machineand the accelerating powerPa are zero while the machine rotor

angle is constant. BychangingPa, Il and Xetc., the stability of the system

can be enhanced.As the meansof transient stability augmentation, the follow-

ing approachesare reported in the literature:

1) change in mechanicalinput

2) generator dropping

3) load shedding

4) switched series capacitor

5) ,switchedshunt capacitor

6) braking resistor

7) forced exci.tation

8) independentpole switching of circuit breaker

9) modulatedDClink.

5



In the absence of damping,

1.5.1 Changein MechanicalInput [15]

Themechanicalinput varies in accordancewith the speed-goveJ;"Iloraction

following deviations fromscheduled frequencyor as a result of the movement

of intercept valves to reduce the mechanicalinPut of the primemover. This

schemeimprovesfirst swingstability for the generator that tends to acquire

excess sPeedduring severe disturbance. However,instability can occur during

the later swings if the openingand closing of the intercept valves are not

properly timed [6]. Modernelectro-hydraulic turbine governingsystemhave the

abili ty to close turbine valves to reduce unit acceleration during severe

faults. Inmediately upondetecting the differences between mechanical input

and electrical output, control action initiates the valve closing which

reduces the powerinput.

In moderntandemcompoundturbine-generator an effective way to reduce

turbine powerrapidly is to close the intercept valves to stop the steam flow.

The valves control the steam flow to the inteI'lllEidiatepressure and lowpres-

sure turbine elements, whichin combinationgenerates approximately70%of the

total power. Toavoid the mechanicalstresses in the boiler because of sWden

closing of the intercept valves, the modernpractice is to divert the steam

into the condenser. This is donewhenpower/loadunbalancecircuit detects the

unbalanceabovecertain predetennined level.

1.5.2 GeneratorDropping[15]

Thebest use of generator dropping is in a. sending area to counteract

the loss of a large load in that area. Theamountof generation droppedshould

roughly equal the amountof load lost.

In the case of loss of large load, obviously the systemwouldbecome

unstable if no measureswere taken. Generation is droppedas soon as possible.

the remaining generators would continue to I'" ••
ii t.
l-.t>

oscillate. However, there is dampingtorque whichfinally brings the gener-

6
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ators to rest.

Generator dropping is 'sometimes used as a cheap substitute for braking,
but it cannot be as accurately controlled as that of braking or excitation.

1.5.3 Load Shedding [15]
Load Shedding is required to counteract loss of generation in a receiv-

ing area; Power companies should encourage the acquisition of loads that, by
contract provisions are interruptable for short times without notice in return
for a low energy change.

Load shedding followed by restoration can be obtained by any of the fol-
lowing methods:

1) opening of one or more selected feeders followed by reclosure,

2) temporary depression of voltage by an intentional short n
circuit followed by its clearing, t?

!

3) tenlporarydepression of voltage by connection of a shunt I
reactor followed by its disconnection.

The usual control of load shedding by under frequency relays is too slow
for preservation of transient stability. Transferred signals from generator
circuit breakers or from fault-clearing relays on interties should be used,
subject to supervision by the power output of'the generator or of the power"
delivered by the interties.
1.5.4 SwiI:.c:,h(.'<iSeries CaJRCi tor

The series capacitor switching as a means of quenching transient 'oscil-
I"lations in a power system has been analyzed in several papers [8,9,10 ]-;-

7
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Conceptually, the capacitor reduces the inductanceof the transmission line in

order to increase its energy transfer capabilities. Accurate timing of the

capacitor insertion and relllOvalare very critical if the disturbed state of

the powersystemis to be transferred to its post-fault stable state [11].

RamaRae [12] andMiniesy[13] have considered the problem of finding

the optimal value of capacitance for particular disturbance. Thedifficulty

encounteredby these investigators has been in predetennining the optimal

value of the capacitance and'the duration of switching independentof the type

of disturbance.

1.5.5 SwitchedShuntCaple!tors or Reootor

It has been foundthat switching on or off shunt reactors [15,16] can

aid momentarilyin balancing energy transfer. The shunt reactor switching is

also potentially useful for extending the stability marginof a generator (or

groupof generators) whichtend to deceierate very rapidly during severe

disturbances.

1.5.6 DynamicBraking

The dynamic braking resistor can be viewedas a fast load injection to

absorb excess transient powerof an area.whicharises due to a severe system

disturbance. It has generally been studied as a shunt resistor load connected

at a generator site and its energyabsorbingcapability is limited by the max-

imumtemperaturerise of the braking resistor material •

. 1.5.7 Rxcitatioo Control

In this scheme,the restoring synchronizingforces are increased through

forced excitation to boost the internal machineflux. Whena fault occurs on a

8
(".
\.
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system, voltage at all buses are reduced. At generator tenninals, the reduced.

voltages are sensedby AutomaticVoltageRegulators whichact within the ex-

citation systemto restore the generator terminal voltages. TIlegeneral effect

of the excitation systemis to reduce the initial rotor angle swing following

the fault. TIlis is accomplishedby boosting the voltage applied to the field

windingof the generator through the action of the amplifiers in the forward

path of the voltage regulators. TIleincreased air-gap flux exerts a restrain-

ing torque on the rotor whichtend to slowdownthe rotor motion.

Modernexcitation systemscan be effective in twoways: in reducing the

magnitude of the first swingand by ensur.ingthat the subsequentswingsare

smaller than the first. The later is an important consideration in present ~y

large interconnected power systems. 8ituations may.be encountered where

various modesof oscillations reinforce each other during later swings, which

along with the inherent weaksystemsdampingcan cause transient instability

after the first swing. With the. proper compensation,a modernexcitation sys-

temcan be very effective in correcting this type of problem.

1.5.8 IndependentPole Switehing of Circuit Breaker [15].

In recent years, independentpole tripping of the circuit breakers is

used to minimizethe severity of the multiphase faults. In this scheme, each

of the three phases of the circuit breaker is tripped independently of .each

other to reduce the probability of total breaker failure. TIlis operation ef-

fectively improvesthe systemstability margin.

1.5.9 tblulated DCLink [15].

In somecases whereavailable, the de link may be used within its

capacity to offset energy imbalancethat arise in ac systemdue to severe dis-

turbance [33]• TrBIUlIilissionand generation systemconfiguration.dictate the

9



relative effectiveness of rapid de inodulation.Anideal situation woUldbe one

in whichthe de line is the major tie line betweentwo ac,systems.

Fromthe abovebrief description of different methods of transient

stabilization, it can be said that the individual or collective use of the

various fast control meanscan effectively improve the transient stability

margin.

1.6 LITHRATURBRINIHW

The phenomenonof stability of synchronous machine.operation has

received a great deal of attention in the past. In this section, a detailed

survey on braldj,g resistor and shtmt reactor control of powersystemstability

is presented first andworkson excitation control are given thereafter.

1.6.1 BreakingResistor and ShtmtReactor Control
!,

Practical use of dynamicbraking resistors for transient stability aug-',

mentationhas been reported in USSR[18,19] and also'in Japan [20]. In these

cases braking resistor has been used repeatedly to absorb the transient excess

energy.

ThePeaceRiver 500KVtransmission system [21] maintainedthe stability

following faults by employing braking resistors. The Four CornerPlant.

(ArizonaPublic Service Company)[22] havemadesimilar use of braking resis-

tor to maintain stability margin.

A 1400 MW[23] dynamic braking resistor installed at the Bonneville'

PowerAdministration's (BPA)Chief JosephSubstation is'used to enhancesystem

stability in the Pacific Northwest. In reference [24] the physical and

electrical characteristic of the brake as well as the control systemfor its

operation are discussed.

W.A. Mattelstsdt [29] showedthat dynamicbrake is more suitable for

slowing a diverging generator group.than it is for damping system

10



oscillations.

R.W.Kimbark[15] discussed the improvementof powersystem stability by

changes in the networksuch as connecting shunt resistor brakes, disconnecting

generator or loads and inserting series capacitors. and shunt reactors.

Measurementsof angular differences is the only criteria to use these

measures.

Amicroprocessor.based optimal quality control of dynamic braking has

been described by Fei Yiqun [30]; In this control scheme'the brake has been

removednot at 0=0, but at the suitable .timeof c.u<0 before circuit reclosing.

OptimtDDbang-bangcontrol of series and parallel resistors to improve

powersystemtrans;i.ent stability has been reported by K. Nakamuraand S. Muto

[24].

ARahimi[25] used Pontryagin's minimtDnprinciple to develop feedback

control law for switching the braking resistor. Somepractical aspects of im-

plementation of the cortrol schemeand computersimulation tests are presented

in this paper.

In reference [26] a braking resistor has been used to improvethe tran-

sient stability of .a one machine, infinite bus system. TheminilllUlllangle and

minimtDn-normaiming strategies are used to provide explicit feedback solution

to the control problem. It showsimprovementin critical clearing time.

K.K. Oey et al [27] gives details of an experimental investigation in

whicha benchtop.modelis Usedfor the developnent and evaluation of transient

stability control strategies. A three-phase shunt resistor inserted. repeatedly

to a computerdriven micro-machineto improve~tability.

In a recent paper T.K. NagSarker et al [28] presented the improvement

of transient stability with the help of a full wavethyristor C?ntrolled

dynamicbrake. Investigations include the developnent of a mathematicalmodel

of half wavethyristor controlled dynamicbrake.

v.a. Aliyu [31] used dynamicbraking resistor and reactor switching to

11



show.thesystematic corrective control approachfor transient emergency state

problem of the power syst~. In this work a local control strategy is

presented whichswitches a braking resister and a shunt reactor alternately

depending on the velocity deviations. Theresistor absorbs the excess energy

while the machinea=elerates and reactor reduces the output power when it

decelerates. The switching strategy is detennined froman estimate of the

cri tical clearing time throughLyapunov's direct method which again is ob-

tained from the reduction of the multimachinesystemto a single machine

equivalent.

S.S. Joshi and n;G. Tamaskar[32] has developeda strategy dependingon

the speed deviation signal and utilized it for automatic single or multiple

insertion of the braking resistor, wheneverrequired. Micromachinemodel of

the Powersystemis used for this purpose. Theapplication of the brake when

the magnitudeof the swingbecomesmaller mayaggravate the situation. Because

the resistor mayabsorb the excess energy than required if the insertion and

switching out of the resistor is not precise. In this situation someother

methodssuitable for controlling small swingsmaybe preferable.

1.6.2 Excitation Control

Considerableattention has been given to the excitation systemstudy and

i tsrole in improvingpowersystem stability • Early investigators realized

that the so-called "steady-state" powerlimits of powernetworkscould be in-

creased by using the-then available high-gain continuous acting voltage

regulators [52]. A transient stability programhas been reported including the

effects of regulator, exciter and goveInOrresponse by Dyrkacz, Youngand

Maginniss[53]. In reference [54], the researchers showedthe effect of ex-
'0

citation systemson stability of synchronousmachine.

Increasing. attention has thus been focusedon the effects of excitation.

control for the dampingof oscillation which characterize the phenomena.of

12



stability. In particular, it has :beenfounduseful and practical to incor-

porate transient stabilizing signals derived fromspeed, terminal frequencyor

power[55,56] superposed on the normal voltage error signal of voltage

regulators to provide additional damping.

A nlDDberof papers by F.R. Schleif et al described the excitation con-

trol scheme[56,57].

Thephenomenaof stability of synchronousmachinesunder _11 perturba-

tions is explored by examiningthe case of a single machine connected to an

infinite bus using thyristor-type excitation systems [58].

M. VenkataRaoandM. P. Daveof India described methodsof non-linear

gain excitation control for a single variable [59] and for a number of vari-

ables [60] and then these methodswere applied to the optimal stabilization of

a multimachinesystem.

In another study of excitation system [61], a classical representation

showeda certain generator to be stable, while detailed representation of the

generator indicated that loss of synchronismresults.

In the past decade, sornestudies of the application of adaptive control

topology to excitation control have been reported with rather dramatio

results. Based on linear model, either the linear optimal state feedback

coritrol,strategy is used to minimizea properly 'selected quadratic perfonnanoe

index [62,63] or the minimtDDvariance control strategy is used [64,65].

Thedesign of an excitation self tuning controller for a generator oon-

nected to an infinite bus through long line has been proposedby DaozhiXia

andG.T. Heydt [66].

Yao-nanYuet al proposedan output. feedbackexcitation control to sta-

bilize the torsional oscillation due to subsynchronousresonance [67,68].

However,Yao-nanYuand H.A.M.Maussaearlier proposedoptimal power system

stabilization through excitation control [69].

In reference [70], .the authors present a generalized exoitation control

13
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.design that ensures not only a desired dampingof the critical electromechani-
J

cal modesof oscillation but also the zeroing of the tenninal voltage error

independentof tenninal volt.8geexcursions. Theexcitation system.consists of

a compensationtransfer function utilizing the machine speed or tenninal

frequencyand/or electrical power.

J.Y.H. Chen and G.L. Ku~!ic[71] introduces a stabilization methodfor

the design of linear optimal controllers which can stabilize a' directlYr:

coupled multimachine system via excitation control. Asystematic modeling

methodis first developedto formulate the systeminto state space fono with

directly measurablestate variables. Withthis fono, the stabilization of the

systemis converted to a linear-quadratic Gaussian problem. Next a model

reduction algorithm is developed.

A quasi-optimal control of excitation of .multimachinepowersystemhas
I

beenproposedin [47J. There the authors rePorted a simple control strategy of.

excitation control to enhancepowersystemstability under small disturbance.

1.7 KJITVATIOOOF PRIlSBNT l«el:

Fromthe literature review, it is apparent that a mmber of work has

been reported ranging' from theoretical stu:lies and complexsimulations to

testing of various switching algorithm for braking resistor control and ex-

citation control of powersystemstability problem. All the previous stu:lies

as described in literature revieware aimedonly to control the stability by

using one of the techniques independently. Efforts have beenmadeso far to

improv~powersystemstability by usirig either transfer admittancecontrol or ':

excitation control.

From such stu:lies,. it is apparent that transfer

very effective in controlling first swing instability.

admittancecontrol is
tA dynamic control

strategy depending only on machine speed deviation is easily realizable
•

[31,32], but the detenoination of threshold values .is not straight

14.

forward.
I
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Optimumstrategies for detennination of switching times are compliCated

[25.26] and handicappedin teI'lJJ8of online application. So the real problem

has been and still is the detennination of easily implementablebest or op-

timal switchingstrategy.

Asimpleclosed loop strategy [1] involving dynamic brake and shunt

reactor has been reported which is efficient and feasible for online

application. But this strategy is suitable for large oscillations. For smal~er

oscillations, braking resistor my worsenthe situation if it is not inserted

in the system and taken off the systemat proper times. 'Ibis requires very

fast and frequent on and off of the brake.whichmaynot be feasible fromprac-

tical point of view.

'Iboughthe first swingcan be reducedby dynamic braking control, the

systemis still oscillatory in nature with smaller swings. To stabilize these

smaller swings, an excitation control schemehas been reported in the li tera-

ture [47].

Excitation control of both first swingand subsequentswinghave already

beenproposedin several works.But except for transient stability sttdies in-

volving faults with long clearing times, . the effect. of the excitation system

on the severity of the first swingis relatively small. That is, a very fast,
;

high-response excitation systemwill usually reduce ~e first swingby only a';.,
fewdegrees or will increase the generator transient stability limit (for a'
given fault) by a fewpercent.

'Ibus in the present research, the braking resistor and shunt reactor

control for first swingand the excitation control for subsequent swings are

proposed.

For transient stability the time duration is very small. So the applica- .

tion of the control actions DRJ8tbe very quick. Also fast control strategies;"
. ,

shouldnot involve any offline 'computation, the m.imberof data measurement!,-
\.

DRJ8tbe miniDR.DDand the data to be measuredshouldbe local to the disturbed

'"15



system. That is fromonline application viewpoint the control algorithmmust

be simple and'fast. Becauseof the nonlinearities, complexities and size of

powersystemsoptimal control strategies is not feasible as these involve

heavy computation time and most of the time a closed-loop solution is not

feasible. But for online effective control of the systemthe control must be

closed loop. That'is whysuboptimalcontrol strategies are proposed.

In this research, twominimum-time<iuasi-optimalcontrol strategies are

applied sequentially for transiently disturbed systems. Onestrategy is for

dynamic braking and shunt reactor control and the other one is for excitation

control.

1.8 'llIESIS~

This thesis addresses the powersystemfirst swingand subsequent swing

stability enhancementaspect'. A coordinated scheme with dynamicbraking

resistor-shunt reactor and excitation control is used for this purpose.

Thespecific objective of the thesis are as follows:

1. Developnentof a quasi-optimal feedbackcontrol strategy for using bra-

king resistor and switching reactor control to improvepowersystem

stability.

2. Tostudy the effect of the control strategy on a single machineinfinite

bus system.

3. Tostudy a coordinatedbraking resistor and shunt reactor control for

transient first swingstability and excitation control for subsequent

swingstability.

16
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4. Verification of the effectiveness of the coordinated sequential

applicable quasi-optimal, time-minimumfeedback control strategy on

multmachinesystem showingstability on both first swing and subsequent

swing region.

5. To study the effectiveness of the .coordinated control schemeon BPDB

(BangladeshPowerDevelopnentBoard) system by simulating three phase

fault at different buses.

17
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DYNAMIC f"IODELS ~ :POWER SYS"I'Er1

STUDIES

Thedynamicsof a powersystem is inherently nonlinear and thus, its

complexrepresentation, especially in the transient state, will be too complex

.for the purpose of fonnulating a realistic online control al~orithm. To cir-

cUIIIVentthis problem, an ,!-ppropriatechoice of simplified mathematicalmodels

which adequately describe the dominantbehavior of the system is essential •

. Typically there are several interacting subsystemsand their mathematicalrep-

resenta,tions generally involve a set of high order nonlinear differential

equations. For this reasons, a simplified modelis traditionally used to study .

the powersystemdominantdynamicbehavior in transient state.

2.2 KDHL OF IQfflR SYSTJlHa:I1I'CMlNl'S

The schematic representation of a single machineinfinite bus system is

shownin fig. 2.1. The turbine-governor and the excitation systemare shown

separately. The modelEl.. for the various components, as reported in the

literature, are discussed below.

2.2.1 SynchronousMachineHodel [45]

Fundamentalequations of synchronousmachineswere<Jerived by Park and

others years ago. Park's equations have the simplest fonn and are mostwell-

known. His voltage equations are described by a coordinate system consisting

of a d-axis or direct axis ~ a q-axis or quadrature axis' fixed in quadrature

with respect to the d-axis. For a dual-axis excited synchronousgenerator, two

field winding is shown in' two axis. Park's synchronous machinemaybe

schematically shownas fig. 2.2 and equations are given in AppendixA.
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Considering equations (A.1. 3) and (A.1. 4) of Appendix A,multiplyir>g
Xalel Xafq

both sides of the equations by -------- and ------~-, gives
rr d I,'r q

Xat d
Erd = Xat d if d + D'\I'd (2.1.1)

<.UbI', d
Xa f q

E,. = Xafqirq + ----- 0'1', • (2.1.2),
Wbrf q

Nowsubstituting in (A.4 ) for Xald id from (2.1.1)

IE. =
Xa f d

& d - ------- D '\I' d I
- (Xd - Xd) id (2.2)

WIT' d

.. Differentiating' (A.3.2) gives

OE~ =
Xal II

0'-\1, d

D'Y'd =
XI f"d
Xl f d I

DE.
Xalel

Substituting (2.3) and (A.9) in' (2.2),

= E'd
Xl r d IDE. I

- (Xd-Xdlid

. I I I= & d - Tdo DE. - (Xd - Xdlid

or,

dt =
1
I
Tdo

I
r&d-E. (Xd - X~)id 1 (2.4)

(2.5)=
dtT~o

which is the Auadrature axis internal voltage equation. Following the
similar approach.the direct axis internal voltage E~ can be expressed as

ctEd 1

I I

where Tdo and Too open circuit transient time constant.
I
I :~

I . ("
Equation (2.4) and (2.5) are approximate electrical representation of I:

the synchronous machine.
\

:w
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2.2. 2 ~ca.l Rotating Systeml'ble!

Themechanicalrotating system is normally represented as a single solid

shaft so that the torsional oscillation effects are neglected. Thus, the

tial equation to reflect the dominant electromechanical

mechanical rotating system is essentially modeledby a secondorder differen-
F

oscillations during c

"
the transient disturbances. This is expressed as i

r.
I.
c.

M!)2 b + dD 6 = P. - P. (2.6)

where,

}, rotor angle,

M inertia constant,

d dampingconstant,

p. primemovermechanicalinput,

P. electrical output.

2.2•3 Speed-GoveJ:ningSystem[39]

A typical mechanical-hydraulic speed-governing system consists of a

speed governor, a speed relay, a hydraulic servomotorand governor-controlled

valves [39] whichare functionally related as shownin figure 2.3(a).

The speed-governor produces a position which is ass\mledto be linear,

instantaneous indication of speed. Asignal is obtained from the governor

speed changer of .fig. 2.3(a). It represents a compositeload and speed

is represented by an integratOr with time constantservomotorThefeedback.

references and is assumedconstant over the interval of a stability study. The

speed relay is represented as an integrator with time constant T.

T•• TheserVomotormovesthe valves. Assuming'linear characteristic the block:

diagram is given in figure 2.3(b). This modelshowsthe load reference as an

ini tial powerPo. This initial valve is combinedwith the increments due to
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Controlled
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Position

"

Fig.2.3 Speed Governing System:(i1) Functional Block
Diagram i (b) Mathematical Representation
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speed deviation AU) to .obtain the total powerPov , subj~t to the time lag 1'3 ,

introduced by the servomotormeChanism.The total effective speed:'-governing

systemgain is K.

2.2.4 SteamTurbine System(39)

The turbine system is comprised of high pressure, intermediate pressure

and low pressure stages with reheat betweenthe stages. All compoundsteam

turbine systems utilize governor-controlled valves at the inlet to the high-

pressure (or very high pressure) turbine to control steam flow. The steam

chest and inlet piping to the first turbine cylinder and reheaters and cross-

over piping downstream-allintroduce delays betweenvalve movementand c~e

in steam flow. The principal objective in modelingthe steam system for

stability studies is to a=ount for these delays.' Flowsinto and out of any

steam vessel are related by a simple time constant.

The steam turbine block diagramis given in figure 2.4. The time con-

stants 1'., 1'., T. and 1'7represent delays due to the steam chest and inlet

piping, reheater I, reheater 2 and crossover piping respectively. Kt - K7 are

general modelparameters whichrepresent portions of the total turbine power

developedin the various cylinders.

In the transient stability studies, the time period of interest is very

small. But the time constant of turbine-governor system is large. That is why

their dynamicshas not been considered in this study.
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2.2.5 Excitation SystemModel[40,45)
Whenthe behavior of synchronousmachinesis to be accurately simulated

in powersystemstability studies, it is essential that their excitation sys-

temsbe modeledin sufficient detail. Thedesired modelsmustbe suitable for

representing the actual excitation equipmentperformancefor

bances as'well as small perturbations.

severe distur-

The general block diagramin figure 2.5(a) indicates the various gener-

ator excitation subsystemsWhichare customarily represented in electric power

system studies. They include a tenninal voltage transducer and load

compensator,a voltage regulator, an exciter and excitation systemstabilizer.

In manypresent-day systemsthe exciter is a dc generator driven by either the

steam-turbine or an induction motor. Anincreasing numberare solid-state sys-

tems consisting of someformof rectifier or' thyristor supplied fromthe ac

bus or froman alternator-exciter. Thevoltage regUlator is the intelligence

of the system and controls the output of the exciter so that the generated

voltage chimgein the desired direction. In mostmodernsystems the voltage

regulator is a controller that senses the generator output voltage- then in-

itiates corrective action by changing the exciter control in the desired

direction.

Thevoltage regulator and exciter are modeledhere by an. IEEEtype 1 ex-

citation systemas shownin figure 2.5(b). The first block fromthe left rep-

resents the transfer function of rectifier and filter with time constant T. of
the measuredterminal voltage VT, Whichhas a very small time constant. The

voltage error nov.is obtained froma comparisonof VT with a reference voltage

V'Er at the first summer. Other signals V.s, such.as supplementaryexcitation
to improvethe dynamicstability of a powersystem, can be also added to that

summer.
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TI,e block after the second summerrepresents the transfer function of a

voltage regulator that has a time constant TA and a gairi'K... The linear

proportionality and the ceiling voltages V.ma• and V.al. are also shown.

The last block on the forward branch with a negative feedback S. repre-'

sents the transfer function of the exciter. It has an output voltage Et d cor-

responding to' the generator internal voltage Et d of equation (A. 3.1). There

are two constant K. and T. of this block, but T. is not itself a time constant

because of the presence of. the other constant Ro.

There are two negative feedback loop of the Type 1 excitation system.

One of them has a factor S. that represents the saturation effect of the

exciter. This alters the amplifier voltage V. by an amount S. Etd. The other

includes a time constant TF and a gain KFof the excitation system stabilizer.

2.2.6 Power System Stabilizer [40]
Fig. 2.6 shows the generalized form of Power system stabilizer. Some

cORlllOnstabilizer input signals V" are: accelerating power, speed, frequency

and terminal voltage. Provision for modeling of high frequency (greater than 3

Hz) filters, which may. be needed for some input signals is incorporated by

constants, A, through Ali. The next blocks allow two stages of lead-lag

compensation. Stabilizer gain is set by the term Ks and signal washout is set

by the time constant T5. The stabilizer output V, is added . to the terminal.

voltage error signal at the location shownin fig. 2.5a.

TIle power system stabilizer has not been used in the present study.
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2.2.7 TransmissionNetworkRepreseritation [41]

The transmission networkmodeledby ltunped TI representation is shown

iiI figure 2.7. Withbalanced condition assumed, the state equations repre-

senting the transmission lines are given below:

For each transmission line, the equations written in the-rotor reference

frame are

x., wv•• = re iql + Di., + x.,idl + V•• (2.7.1)
w. w.
x.,

WVd' = reid. + Didl + x.,i.1 + Vu (2.7.2)w. w.
where

cos bV•• = V••
Vu = V•• sin b
V•• is the voltage magnitude of the chosen reference bus, Vd' and VO'

are the direct and quadrature axis componentsof the tenninal voltage, r. and

x., ,!-reshownin fig. 2.7.

2.2.8, LoadRepresentation

Various load representations are used for stability studies. -Constant

impedance, constant current or constant powerand constant power factor load

modelsmaybe used. Constant impedancerepreseI)tation is cOlllOOnbecause of the

constant impedance elements lend themselves to simple models in which case

loads maybe included in the admittance matrix of the system and it is pos-

sible to achieve a completely closed form simulation algorithm by makingthe

assumption that all loads have a constant impedance current-voltage-frequency

characteristic which saves computational time and effort:

Fromthe above consideration, the simplest type of load representation,

,constant impedance, is used throughout the study. The load is described by the

complexmatrix equation

[ V =[Z) [I) (2.8)

or by its inverse

[ I] = [Y) [V]

30
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2.3 DYNAMICtfJDEL OF A SINGLE MACIIINE INFINITE BUS SYSTEM [41]

Asingle machineis connectedat its terminals to a very large power

system, a systemso large that the voltage at the terminals of the generator

will not be altered by any changes in the excitation of the generator. Thebus

to whichthe generator is conneCtedis sometimescalled an infinite bus, which

meansthat its voltage will remainconstant and no frequency changewill occur

regardless of changes made in' power input or field excitation of the

synchronous machineconnected to it. ~Ioreprecisely, a major bus of a power

systemof very large capacity comparedto the rating of the machineunder,con-

sideration is approximatelyan infinite bus.

Consider a powersystemconsisting of one machineconnected to infinite

bus through transmission line as in figure 2.8(a). Theequation of motion of

the rotor is given by the swingequation (2.6). To obtain a solution for the

rotor angle, weneed to develop expression for the mechanicaland electrical

powers. In this section the simplest mathematicalmcidelis used. For this pur-

pose werequire the following assumptions:

1. The synchronousmachineis modeledby a constant voltage behind its

transient reactance.

2. Themechanical input remains constant during the period of

the transient.

3. Thedampingconstant of the machineis assumedto be

negligible.

4. Themechanicalangle of the synchronousmachinerotor

coincides with the electrical phase angle of the voltage

behind transient reactance.
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5. Variation of the line admittance and the generator inertia

constant due to frequencyperturbations are ignored.

6. If a local load is fed at the tenninal voltage of the

machine, it can be represented by a constant impedance

(or admittance) to neutral.

TI,e aboveassumptionslead the representation of the single machinein-

finite bus systemby swingequation only.

TIleequivalent electrical circuit for the system is given in figure

2.8(b). In figure 2.8,

V

ZtI

=
=

=
=

terminal voltage of the synchronousmachine

voltage of the infinite bus, which is used as

reference

series impedanceof the transmission line

equivalent shunt impedanceat the machine

tenninal, including local loads only.

Byusing Y-6 transfonnation, the node representing the terminal voltage

V.' in figure 2.8 can be eliminated. TIletransfonnation is shownin figure 2.9.

Note that while three admittance elements are obtained (Y12, Yl. and Y2.), Y2.

is omitted since 'it is not needed in the analysis. TIletwo, port network of

figure 2.9'is'conveniently described by the equation

= [~11 ~12J
= Y21 Y22
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At nooe 1, for figure 2.9,

Yll = Yll Le 11 = Y'2 + Yl'O

and YIZ = YIZ Le12 = Y12

Thenthe powerat nooe 1 is given by

= Re [Eli' ]
= E"Yl1 cos ell + EVY12 cos ( e 12 - b ) (2.11)

Nowdefine Gll = Yll cos ell and -i= 8'2 - 11/2, then the expression

for electrical poweroutput' can be written as

PI = E2 Gt I + EVYI2 sin (b - 'Y )

= Pc + P. sin (e. - 'Y ) (2.12)

The relation betweenP, and b in (2.12) isshown in figure (2.10).

Thequantity Pc represents the power dissipation in the equivalent

network. In the special case wherethe shunt load at the. machinetenninal V.

is openand where the transmission network is reactive, then Pc = 0 and ''1:: o.

2.4 DYNAMIC foI)I)EL Fffi KJLTIMACHINE R:lWliR SYS'1'm1 [41]

Thecompletemodelof powersystem is obtained by representing all the

components, viz machi~, exciter, turbine-governor, transmission line and

loads, together. The state space representation can be written as

DX = f(X,u,t) (2.13)

whereX is the state vector, and u is the control vector.

Thesimplified mathematicalmodelwhichadequately describes the non-

linear dominantdynamicbehavior of a multi-machinesystem is realized by im-
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posing the following physical a8sumpti.ons:

1. . Each electrical machine is represented as a constant

voltage behind transient reactance.

2. 'TIlegovernor-turbine time constants. are assumed larger than the tran-

sient swing period; hence the mechanical power input is taken. to be

constant. ,

3. Dampingor asynchronous power is negligible.

4. The meChanical angle of a machine coincides with the angle

of the voltage behind the transient reactance.

5. The interacting network is assumed to be linear and loads

are represented by constant admittances to permit

eliminations of all nonlinear nodes (buses).

Because of .above assumptions each machine is represented by the swing

equa.tion only.

The admittance matrix is defined by

1- YE (2.14)

Where'Y has the diagonal elements YI I and the off-diagonal elements VI' .
Then the explicit equa.tion for the power output of the i-th machine can

be given as [44]

n

p. I (b, t) = E2I 01, +::E EiE,YI , cos ( Eh, - b I + b, )

j=l

'#
i = 1,2 .....•. n

Where

(2.15)

Ei = voltage behind transient reactance of machine i

Y" Lei,' = transfer admittance between machines i and j

YII Lell = driving point admittance for node i

=01, +jBtI
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CHAPTER 3



STABILI-rY. ANALYSIS USING DYNAMIC B~

3.1 INI1ll:XXCl'IOO

In this study, switchable dynamicbraking resistor has been used as a

means of fast load injection and electrical thrust actions typified by shnnt

reactor switching whereas excitation control schemehas been designed for sub-

sequent small swings. The shnnt reactor essentially modify the energy flow

levels within the system with negligible energy absorption. 'The.effectiveness

of the schemedepends on the availability of the dynamicbrake in sufficient

dose to absorb the transient energy. Excitation control using signals derived

from rotor shaft speed deviation, acceleration, torque angle variation etc.

have been found to improvedynamic stability. In this chapter, one machine in-

fini te bus system is used to showthe suitability of the dynamicbrake and

switching reactor and.excitation system for transient stability augmentation.

3.2 ANALYSISWDIJ UYNAHICBRAKEA. SHmT RBAC'f(R

A dynamicbrake is a resistor with very high power dissipation capacity

(in the order of 1000MWor more) for short time periods (fraction of second)

which maybe switched on and off at a bus in a power transmission network,

during the course of transient period to dissipate the otherwise destabilizing

energy. The location of a brake is most likely to be at or near a generating

station to prevent loss of synchronism during a transient by dissipating the

accelerating energy.

A generator decelerates whenthe electrical output power is more than

the mechanical input. In this situation if the electrical output of the

machine is reduced by somemeans it can be accelerated. This is done by in-

serting a shunt reactor at the terminal of a decelerating machine. The shunt
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reactor switching acts opposite to brake injection. It reduces the electrical

output power of the generator.

3.2. 1 Fonnulation of the Problem

Figure 3.1 describes the system configuration of a single machine in-

fini te bus system with a dynamicbraking resistor and a shunt reactor at the

high tension side of the generator transfonner. The machine is represented by

a constant voltage E behind the direct axis transient reactance Xd.

Assumptions

The following simplifying assumptions are made:

1. Th~ee-phase symmetryis assumed.for loads and faults.

2. The generator is modeled by a constant voltage behind

its transient reactance,

3. Line resistance is assumednegligible.

4. The governor-turbine time constants are assumed.larger than

the transient swing period; hence the turbine power is

to be constant during the brake operation.

5. Variations of the line admittance and the generator

inertia constant due to frequency perturbations are

ignored.

6. The dampingconstant of the machine is assumed.to be

negligible.

7. The generator bus voltage is assumed.to be kept

constant.

8. In the event of a fault the brake action starts only

after the fault is cleared or someof several parallel
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Fi g. 3.1 Single machine infinite bus system:
With braking ragistnr and shunt' reactor
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lines are out. 11,e parameters of the system under

consideration thus correspond to the post-fault

topology.

9. A'post-fault steady-state operating point is assumed

feasible with these parameters.

10. Any load on the generator bus is assumed constant.

The generalized power flow of the electrical machine has been derived on

the assumption that all the locally available fast control means (i.e. dynamic

brake rb, shunt reactor XT) activated simultaneously. Following this procedure

the real power output of the machine is given by (also shown in section 2.3)

where

P.

V.

=

=

=

EVYT sin(b - Y ) + V.2Gb

Voltage at the terminal of the brake

1

(3.1)

y = the transfer admittance between the machine

terminal and the infinite bus.

This admittance can be cOmpUtedas follows:

By Y - ~ transformation, .the impedance between the machine terminal and

the infinite bus is given by

=

=

XeX. + X. ------ + Xe ------
n + XT n +XT-----------------------------

n + XT
Xex. (n + XT)

---------------------- + x. + Xe' (3.2)

Define the parameters Be,Be,ET as reciprocals. of Xe,x. ,XT respectively
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and X. = X~ + X., where X. is the reactance of the transfonner.

Nowequation (3.2) can be written as

(Br + Gb) B.+Be Br+Gb+Ba +Be
ZT = ---------- + -------~-- = -------------

BaBe BaBe BaBe

The reciprocal of ZT is

where B

--------------- = --------
BaBe BaBe

=

(3.3)
Gb+BBr+Gb+Ba+Be

Br+Ba+Be.

=Y

Define magnitude of Y and YT and is given by

= ----------
'-1Gb2 + B2

and
B

tan- 1 ( ---) -

G"

IT
2

(3.4)

3.2.2 Analysis of Braking Resistor Switching

To investigate the effect of switching of a given size of dynamic-brak-

ing resistor on the machine tenninal substitute Br =0 in equation (3.1) • In

_this case the electrical power output can be written as

P. = Pmax sin (~-'l'.) + V••2G" (3.5) -

where

P.ax = YEV

B.Be
Y ----------

---J(]2 b + B2.

Yr
Br 11

= tan-1 ----- -
G" 2

Br = Be + Ba

From equation (3.5) the effect of the dynamic brake can easily be

deduced. The principal effect is reflected in the second tenn of equation

(3.5). This quantity represents the power absorbed in the braking resistor.
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This can be seen as a temporarily injected local load at the machine tenninal.
In addition, the equivalent transfer admittance Yis also affected. If the ef-
fect on Y were not-present, one can view the effect of dynamic braking resis-
tor as an additive power control available on the shaft of the machine. The
effect on Y can be minimized but not eliminated by choosing the dynamic brak-
ing resistor sufficiently large to -meet the locally desired transient
stability margin improvement in case of multimachine system.

3.2.3 Choice of Dynamic Braking Resistor
Equation (3.5) essentially describes the machine output power. _ This

equation can be used to study the variation of electrical power output with
the variation of the braking resistor values. Figure 3.2 describes a family of
power versus rotor angle curves with corresponding value of 0.. . From these
curves we can predict a suitable value of braking resistor which gives suffi-
ciently large power output compared. to the output without braking resistor.
The switching of particular value of braking resistor constitutes an effective
antidote to an advancing machine on severe system fault. Therefore, braking
resistor can effectively be used for transient stability augmentation through
a well structured control logic .

.3.2.4 Analysis of Shunt Resetor Switching
To see the effect mathematically subati tute 0.. =0 in equation (3.1),

which gives the power output of the machine in case of shunt reabtor
switching. The electrical output is given by .
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Figure 3.3 illustrate the variation of the electrical output with varia-

tion of the size of the shunt reactor. It is apparent that the effect of the

shunt reactor is the electrical unloading of the machine. So using an well

structured control logic shunt reactor can be used for temporary load

shedding.

3.2.5 Choiceof ShuntReactor Size

A suddenreduction in the maxilIlUJlltransferable powerdue to shunt reac-

tor swi1;chingwill accelerate the machine.Becausein this case the mechanical

input powerwill be morethan the electrical output. In the simplified single

machineinfinite bus system this condition maybe fulfilled if in the choice

of shunt reactor size the following relation holds.

1fiT P •••• = EV (3.7)
BT+Bs+Be

Hereo¥Tis a constant to be chosen such that 0 ~1I'T ~ 1. 1fIT= 0 rep-

resents the minimumof. all feasible value of the shunt reactor. This condition

is excluded to avoid intentional short circuit [15]. Rearranging equation

(3•7). 8T is obtained as

.8T = [BsBeEV- 'liT P.••• (Bs + Be)/'f'T P••• (3.8)

It is assumedthat every parameter on the right hand side of equation

(3.8) is .known. Thus the selection of shunt reactor based on the criterion

guarantees that the mechanical input is always greater than the electrical

output for the simple system under consideration. It is evident that the

specific value of the shunt reactor is a function of the systemparameters and

loading condition.
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3.3 ANALYSIS USING EXCITATIOO roN'JR)L

After improvement of transient stability or first swing stability by
using dYnamic brake and shlmt reactor, efforts have been made to stabilize the
subsequent swing or dynamic instability employing excitation control. Dynamic
brakes are concerned with large power variation during transient stability
that it is almost impossible to handle this power with excitation control. The

.power handling capacity of excitation control is very low to use it to improve
transient stability. Modern fast excitation systems are usually acknowledged
to be beneficial to dynamic stability involving smaller dist~bance. With
proper design and compensation, fast acting, high-gain exci~tion systems ex-
ert a considerable influence upon power system stability of subsequent swings
following the first "swing.

3.3. 1 Effect OfExci ter On Subsequent Swings
The oscillations after the first swing are relatively small but they are

not allowed to continue because these oscillations exist for a.long time. Even
various modes of oscillations reinforce each other during later swing which
along with the inherent weak system damping can cause instability: though the
first swing is improved by braking. The effect of excitation compensation on
subsequent swings is very pronounced.

3.3.2 Principle of Operation of Exciter During Subsequent Swings
.In dynamic stability, the machine is subjected to small oscillations of

large duration and causes a reduction in machine terminal voltage and in the
ability to transfer synchronizing power. Considering a single machine
infinite-bus system, output power is given by [see equation (1.1)]

Po =
V,V
x

sin b
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where

V, is terminal voltage of the machineand V is the infinite

bus voltage.

If . V, is reduced, Po is reducedproportionally. Toprevent this reduc-

tion in Po requires very fast action by the excitation system. Forcing the

field voltage to increase thereby increasing internal voltage and terminal

voltage reasonably. From the view point of field flux, during. smaller

disturbance, the armature reaction tends to decrease the flux linkage linking

the main field winding. Thevoltage regulator tends to force.the excitation

systemto boost the flux level. Thusif a control signal is provided cor-

responding to the changein terminal voltage to exciter, voltage build up or

build downis easily perfonnedand considerable effect on dynamic stability

results.

3.3.3 Operationof Excitation System

The IEEE.typeI Excitation systemmodelis already described in chapter

2. Nowthe operation of such a system is described in sornedetail.

Anewdetailed block diagramis shown in figure 3.4. The regulator

couples the variables of the synchronousmachineto the input of the exciter

through feedbackand forwardcontrolling elements for the purpose of regulat-

ing the synchronousmachineoutput variables. Thusthe regulator controls the

output of the exciter (& 4) so that the internal voltage of the machine

changesin desired way.

In modernsystem, the excitation is supplied directly fromon SCRwith

an alternator source. Henceit is only necessary to adjust the SCR firing

angle to change the excitation level and this involves essentially no time

delay. A range of exciter ceiling voltage upto 8 per unit maybe obtained for

the modernelectronic exciter.
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Inherent adverse effects of high gain excitation system make it neces-
sary to use auxiliary stabilizing signals in addition to normal automatic
voltage regulation. The fast response and high .ceiling available from modern
static. excitation system, when activated by stabilizing signals improve
stability. A fixed load time control of the braking resistor improve transient
stability and the stabilizing input signals act on the exciter in such a
direction to create greater stability for subsequent swings. The following
possible stabilizing signals have been considered [21]:

1. rate of change of terminal voltage, v.
2. .speed error, D.W

3. acceleration, Dw

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

rate of change of field current, 6.I,.
.,

transient direct axis field current. '"lfd
transient quadrature axis field current, 6.if'j.
rate of change of armature current
relative rotor angle deviation, 6.2>.

These stabilizing signals through the action of regulator changes output
of the exciter (Et.). So the control for the study is exciter output voltage
and the control is obtained directly as a function of stabilizing signals. In

our study, the stabilizing signals are derived from rotor shaft speed
deviation, acceleration and torque angle variation. These signals are intro-
duced as auxiliary signals employed in the summer just before the preamplifier
in figure 3.4.
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CHAPTER 4



MA"J:'HEMATICAL Db"""'VELC>.PI"IENTJ:o-C>RA QUASI-

OP"J:'IMAL CONTHC>L S"J:'.RA'rEGY

~.1 INllOC~~rION
The phenomena of stability of synchronous machine for the mode of tran-

sient and dynamic stability can be improved by dynamic braking-shunt reactor
and excitatcion control means respectively discussed in the previous chapter.
Concurrent with these are improvements in calculating methods, switehing
strategy and working capability making it feasible for online computation. The
strategy has to be such as to control the transients in the best or 'optimal'
manner maintaining stability.

Numerous procedures for the control of power system stability based on
modern control theory have been proposed. .These schemes have not been en-
thusiatically received by power system engineers because of the amount of on-
line computation, the real time measurement, telemetering problems and com-
plexity of the system .involved. These procedures have limited universal
applicability. Typically these schemes are open loop in structure and the mag-
nitude ~ld duration of control action are a predetermined compromise based on
various possible contingencies. This situation can obviously result in harsh
overcontrol for relatively mild contingencies and.inadequate control for the
severest contingencies. Localized. aim strategies provide feedback-control
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ment of such a scheme with simulation results are presented in the following

localsimpleand.computationonline

and also expressed in terms of variables which are eaSily accessible. Develop-

The disturbances appearing in a power system are, in general, not known
in advance. This implies that an apriori determined control strategy may not

measurements.
schemes requiring very little

be suitable or even may not be appropriate. This suggests that in order for
the control to be effective any optimal strategy must be found in closed loop



sections.

Thecontrol problemcan be formulated. into a minimum.time control

problembased on Pontryagin's minimum.principle. In this chapter Pont~in's

mininn.nnprinciple is used to develop an "optimal" control based on a

reasonably specified criterion. A "quasi-optimal" closed loop schemeis then

accordingly presented and used in carrying out computersimulation tests.

4.2 !'D)EL FtE SINGLH rw::HINB UlINGDYNAMIC BRAKE AND ImACJ.lR cx.JmD.,

TIle.braking resistor and shunt reactor. control strategy has been

developed first for a simple system - a single generator feeding an infinite

bus. The solution then maybe generalized to a network of rnultimachine

equippedwith manybrakes.

4.2.1 SystemOohfiguration

Thesingle generator under study is connected to an infinite bus through

a double circuit transmission line. Thebraking resistor and shunt reactor

have been connected to the high tension side of the generator trans fanner as

shownin figure 4.1.

In transient stability studies the ~riod of interest is very short and

hence the dynamicsof the systemcan be r:epresented appro:dmatelyby the gen-

erator swingequation only, given by

MI)2 b (t) + dD C:> (t) = P. - P. (t) - I'b (t)
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. Fig. 4.1. Single machine infinite bus system for testing the
proposed control algorithm
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in the resistor Pb(t) can be varied between maximumand zero respectively. It

is assumed that at one time ei the!' the braJdng resistor or shunt reactor will

be switched in. Switching the resistor in is a load injection, and shunt reac-

tor insertion amounts to reduction in power transferred (P.) by machine.

4.2.2 Statement of the Control Problem [1,431

Following a disturbance in the .system, if the trajectory remains in the

region of attraction of the equilibrium (operating) point, then the system is

said to be stable. If the disturbance is large, as in the case of a severe

fault or loss of large load, the trajectory may leave the boundary of the

stabili ty region. If action is not taken quickly enough to bring the trajec-

tory back to the domain of attraction of the post-disturbance system equi-

librium point, the synchronous machines will run out of step. So, the perfor-

mance, measure to be minimized in such problems can be selec,ted to be "time".

For normal operation of the machine,. the steady state speed variation should

be zero while the rotor angle will be limited between - n/2 (motor operation)

and IT /2 (generator operation) radians.

Assumim;iZ,(t) = x, and Db(t) = W(t) = x., equation (4.1) can be

broken up' into the following two equations

dx,
= XI

dt,

dx.
dt

= L(x) + butt) (4.2)

where L(x) contains the accelerating power and control u is the power ab-

sorbed in the braking resistor (Pb). The damping power may be included in L(x)

or maybe neglected since it is very small. The control'u is constrained by,

the upper and lower bounds as follows:

o ~ u(t) ~ 1
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Switching the shunt reactor will reduce the output power and will be
~

reflected in L(x). The control u(t) is zero under this condition.

The optimization problem then can be stated as :

Given the system described by equation (4.2), find the control u(t)

which minimizes the cost index t4~]

J (4.4)

and transfers the system from initial (perturbed) states to the target states

(considering only generator action)

o ~ Xl (t,) ~ n / 2

(4.5)
X2 (tt) = 0

at the same time .satisfying the inequality constraint (4.3).

4.2.3 Derivation of the Clo.sed-loop Control Strategy [1.4~1

In general, the solution of the above mentioned miniDltDDtime problem is

not simple because of the nonlinear term L(x) in equation (4.2). Closed loop

solution for u(t), as such, is further more complicated; if at all possible.

In order to arrive at a closed loop solution scheme,the following analysis is

adopted:

The term L(x) comprises of the machine accelerating power and is a

measurable quantity. A.ssuming the system is controllable, the accelerating

power should be less than the power absorbed in the brake, or

I L(x) I ~ bu(t)
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Let us assume that at time t=to, L(x)=Lo is known quantity. The system equa-
tion can be written as

dt

The optimal control problem can be reformulated as follows:
Given the system

= X2
dt

where

= Uo(t), Uo••I.~Uo(t) ~Uo •••x
dt

Uo(t) = Lo + butt)

(4.8)

(4.9)

Find the admissible control that forces the system (4.5) from any initial
state lx, (0), X, (0») to

o ~ Xl (t, ) ~1\/2

x,(tr) = 0

(4.10)

As from Appendix 0, Pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) [43) is used to
find the time optimal control of the system (4.8). Using equation (0.3) of Ap-
pendix 0, the Hamiltonian for (4.8) is given by

H = 1 + x, (t)Pl (t) + Un (t)p, (t)
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If X'(t), P*(t) and Uo'(t) correspond to the optimal state, costate, and

control respectively, then by the minimumprinciple, the inequality (1).4].

1+X'2(t)P*l (t)+Uo' (t)p,' (t) ,< 1+X2'(t)Pl' (t)+Uo(t)p,' (t) (4.1~)

holds for all admissible Uo(t) and for t E. [to, tt 1 •
Equation (4.12) gives

Uo' (t) =
[

Uo.I., if p,(t)

Uo •••• if p,(t)

> 0

< o.
(4.13 )

Assume Uo(t) = 0( (which is ei therUo.I. or Uo•• ,) and let Xl(0) = 'C 1 and..

X2(0) =<=•• Equation (4.8) can be solved with these initfal conditions. for

constant control to obtain the .relations.

X2 (t) = oct + '(;2

Next eliminating t by substituting

(4.15), gives

. (4.14)

(4.15)
::t, - LZ •

t = ----- form equat10n (4.14) into.rX.

Xl (t) = <:1 +
20:. (4.16)

The trajectories passing through (X, = 0; X2=0) and (Xl= n/2,

X2 = 0) are given by the following equations.
x,2.

Xl (t) = (4.17)

Xl (t) = n
2

x,2
+
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The control law can then be given as

••••It) 0 Co'"
Uo •• J: t

(x, ,x.) E R,

(x, ,x.) E R.

(4.19)

In ternJS of u(t) the control law is given by

u*(t)

= [1' (x, ,x.) E R,

0, (X" X2 ) E R.

(4.20)

Regions R, and R. are divided by the switch curve L (the switch . curve

is the locus of all points (x, ,x.) which can be forced to the tenninal states

by control Uo =ex:) given us

•
= (4.21)

y.
x, -

2[L., - b sgn (x.) I

o ~ x, ~ 11/2, x. = 0

= 0, X2 > O.

x, -
2[L., - bsgn (x.) I

- n/2 = 0, x. <0

Because of the oscillatory nature of the system, the states will not continue

on the switch curve and hence this possibility is not included in (4.20). For

any state in R" expression (4.18) will give a value of ~>O.

Once the control is found at t = to, this is applied for a period At

and at t=t" the quantity L(x) is checked. If at this time it assumes a value
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Fig. 1,.2. Moving swilching curves
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L" the control decision at t=t, is madeby the switch curve '2 I, given by

2, =
1'Y, u u (4.22)

which is evaluated the sameway as (4. 18) except that Lo ia replaced by L,.

This can be generalized to find the control at any time t=t. by evaluating

L(x) at that instant.

The process is repeated tmtil the trajectory reaches sufficiently close

to the target state, when it is discontinued. The control strategy is deter-

mined from a set of movingswitch curves, which are shownin figure 4.2. Here

an arbitrary target state set between limits 5 I and 62 on the XI axis has been

shown. Note that L(x) is a measure of the accelerating power which we have as-

sumed smaller than the brake power. This limits the region covered by the

movingswitch curves.

It has to be madesure that there is no rapid switching back and forth

of the control, because of sudden changes in L(x), in the area where the

movingcurves lie. Provision of a deadzone can take care of this. It should be

selected such that there is no control action when the states are sufficiently

close to the switch curves or the target set. The strategy (4.20) and (4.21)

implies that if the trajectory is to the right of the switch curve ('2 >0)

apply the braking resistor otherwise switch the reactor. If the states are in

the deadzone 1.2\ ~ e ,there will be no control action.

Computation of the control involves the following steps in finding the

-control

1. Determine XI and x.

2. Determine Us .•I. and u••••• at t=t.
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3. Calculate '2 as follows.

x,,
if x,>O, '2 = Xl - ------

2u.a.a X

x,, TTif x,<O, 2. = Xl - --
2Usllli D 2

4. If Z >0 Brake applied
If ~ <0 Shunt reaCtor applied, brake off.

The objective of this section is to develop closed-loop control strategy.
for multi-machine system. One major objective of the study is to find a
suitable control scheme for switching the resistor to suit a variety of system
conditions including the following:

1. Variation in system output - A single size of braking resistor would
have considerably greater effect on braking five machines than ten machines.

2. The type and location of the fault - The accelerating power for a given
number of machines would vary considerably depending upon the type and loca-
tion of the fault.

3. Variation in reclosing time for temporary and permanent fault.

4.3.1 System Configuration
The quasi-optimal control strategy derived in previous section can

easily be extended to multi-machine system. Since in a multimachine system the
angle of each machine is measured with respect to a reference machine (real or
fictitious), the algorithm involves the dynamics of the reference machine.
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Consider the swing equations of the i-th and the r-th (reference) machines.

Neglect damping terms

~b D2 ?J; = Pm;

H.D2 ". = Pm.

Pe• (t)

Pe r (t)

Pb; (t)

Pb. (t)

(4.23)
(4.24)

Divide the right hand sides by corresponding inertia constants and subtract to

get
-I . -I= ~ [Pm; - Pel (t)] Mr [Pm. - Per (t)]
-I -I

- ~ Pbl (t) + Mr Pb. (t)

where

(4.25)

4.3.2 Derivation of Control Strategy

From (4.25),
D2b••. = u (t) - Lr (t) - hi \.Ii (t) + br urtt)

= u. (t) + bTu(t)

where,
(4.26)

u rt t) = u (t) - Lr (t), bT = [-hi br JT=transpose of [-hi br].

u(t) = [\.Ii (t) urtt)]T

Considering C I. = x, and. Db I. = x., equation (4.26) can be broken up

into two equations similar to equation (4.2)

.dx,
= x.

dt

dx.
= u. + bTu(t) (4.27)

dt

Here the quantity L(x) is replaced by u •.



Proceedingin a similar wayas previous section, the control strategy

can be given as follows:

__[1'
u'(t)

0,

(xI,x.)E RI

(XI,X.)ERo

(4.28)

RegionsRI andHzare divided by the switch curve ~ given as

=
i
'il U Yo I

U 'I. (4.29)

Xl - -------------------- = 0, x. > 0
2[lt r - bsgn(x.)1

o~ Xl $ TI/2, x. = 0

x.0
Xl - ----------------- - n/2 = 0, x. < 0

2[lt r -b sgn(x. )1

Nonnally, the reference machineis considered to be the largest machine

in the systemand the tenn Lr (t) is small comparedto It (t) and hence can be

neglected. If, in addition, the reference machineis not equippedwith the

brake, then the control schemefor each machineis exactly the sameas in the

single machine case already discussed requiring measurementof only local

variables, in addition to the powerangle of the reference machine.

Aquasi-optimal excitation control for a multimachine power system is

developed. The control is obtained directly as a function of relative rotor

angle, frequencyand acceleration of each machinewith respect to a reference"

machine.
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4.4.1 Statementof the Control Problem

Ii) powersystemnetworkcan be mathematic9.llyrepresented by the follow-

ing set of equations:

dx

dt
= f [X,Y,ul (4.30)

G(X,Y) = 0 (4.31)

Equation (4.30) includes the dynamicrelationships of the generators,

their exciters etc. while equation' (4.31) gives the algebraic relationship of

voltage and currents of the generators, systeminterconnection etc. X is the

state vector and Y, includes the other variables, u is the control vector. If

all control other than 1;heexcitation systemis ignored, elementsof the vec-

tor: u represents the excitation voltage (Et 4) of the various generators.

Theelementsof the control u are constrained by their ceiling voltages

(4.32)

For multi-machinepowersystem, the systemwill remainstable if, fol-

lowing a disturbance or an abnormalcondition, the relative speed and ac-

celeration of each generator, with respect to somereference machine, ret~,
I

in time, to zero. while steady state relative angles do not exceed 9oo i. The

objective is to bring the systemto a stable equilibriun in the shortest pos-

sible time. Thecontrol problernthen can be defined as follows:

Gives the initial values of XandY in equation (4.30) and (4.31), find

an admissible control satisfying the relationships (4.30), (4.31) and (4.32),

whichwill bring the relative velocity, acceleration to zero and angle to the
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desired final values (0 - n /2) and whichminimizes,the objective f1.D1Ction

~f

J = J dt
\"

(4.33)

Asmentionedin previous section, ' that a closed-loop solution of the

above stated control problemis not possible because of the complexityof the

systemequations. Thefollowing procedure outlines the steps involved in find-

, ing a quasi-optimal feedbackcontrol.

4.4.2 Derivation of the Closed-LoopStrategy

Acontrol strategy is first obtained for each generator with ~spect to

a reference machine.Obviously, the subsequentswingsafter the first swing is

a, small disturbance case wherethe constraint on b is not violated. For this

case. the torque equation is differentiated and control is determinedfran a

2nd-order model. The followingmOdeldevelopnentmaybe obtained in details

from [47].

Theelectromechanical swingequations csn be represented by two first

order differential equations as follows [47]

do
-dt

dn

dt
Where11 ,

T.
= - -----T. T.
T. andT. are the input torque,

(4.34)

airgap torque and inertia constant

of the generator respectively, it is the per unit angular frequency deviation

abel. expressed as

n
Ul- tUb= --------

CUb

0'
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Ignoring annature copper loss, the airgap torque can be expressed as

T. = vdid + Vq iq (4.36)

Fromequation 2.4 ) and 2.5 ) ,

~ Etd Ei
= -----------------

dt /Tdo

dE~
/ (4.37)

Ed
= - -----

dt T••

Differentiating of equation (A.8) in appendix A and substitution of equation

(4.37) in it gives

= , .
x.D1.

, ,= -Xd Did + lEtd - EiJlTdo

(4.38)

Fromthe condition D'f'd = D'Ii. = 0 and differentiation of (A.3.2) aid (A.3.3)

using (A.2) and (A.5),the following two equations are obtained

Combiningequation (4.34) and (4.35), the torque equation for the k-th machine

in the system can be written as

(4.40)
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Ignoring governor action, differentiation of both sides of this equation gives

(4.41)

Substituting relationships (4.38) and (4.39) in (4.41) and simplifying,

J>3( b /WJ,)
V4Ei V4&

= ------- + ---------- + 2I , J I

XdT4oT. XqTqoT.
V4

- ---------- Er 4
I I

Xd T4oT.
(4.42)

DenotingL(t) and bIt) as

L(t)

bIt) =

V4Ei V4& i4&
= ---------- + ---------- +2 ---------, /. , , I

XdT4oT. x.T.oT. T.oT.
(4.43)

(4.44)

For k-th machine, equation (4.42) can be written as

Similarly for reference machine(say the r-th) ,

J>3 (OrlWb ) = 1.0- (t) + br (t)Er4r

Subtracting equation (4.46) and (4.45), gives

J>3( ~/Wb) = L(t) + U1(t) = u(t).

where

" = C,k-Or
L(t) = a(t) - k(t)

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)
Ul (t) = bk(t) Er4k- br (t)Er4r
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For given values of L(t) and b(t) ,for each machine, the control u(t) in

(4.47) is constrained by the upper and lower bounds 1100.. and 1100' ~ (decided by

values Bld.a. and Bld.l. for each machine) as follows

"

U.I,~, ,< u(t) ,< u. •• (4.49)

The control problem can then be redefined as follows:

Given a 3rd-order system represented by equation (4.47)', where L(t) is

determined by the system equations (4.30) and (4.31) and initial values of

which are given, find an admissible =ntrol u(t) satisfying the constraint

(4.49) that will transfer the states ( b ,n,dn) to the final states given by

o ~ b < n (4.50)

n=O andDn=O

Assumethat L(t) and b(t) are constant at their initial values Lo and bo

respectively and let x, = 6/wb then (4.47) can be written as

dx,
= X,Zdt

dt

dt
= Uo(t)

where Uo (t) = Lo + bo(t)

and Uo.'. ,< Uo (t) ~ Uo•••
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The optimization probl.em is to find the admissible control that forces
the system (4.51) from any set of initial states [XI(O),X2(O),X.(O)J to

o ,< Xl (t,) .s

X,(tr) =0

X> (t,) = 0

n

(4.53) ,

in the shortest possible time.
From Pontryagin's minimal principle, the H minimal control for system

(4.51), subject to constraint (4.52) is Uo••• and Uo.I. depending on another
switching function ~I • Assume that Uo ••• = Uo.'. = 6, then solving for
the three equations in (4.49) and eliminating t, we will obtain

1 X,X> 1 X2 (O)x. (0)
Xl + X>' - ------ = Xl (0) + x.' (0) - ----------- (4.54)

3G' (; 3(5"' 6

The equation of the surfaces passing through [ n ,O,OJ and [O,O,OJ
2Wb

forms two switching boundaries given as

X,X. 1
2 2 = Xl - ------ + ------- X3 3

6 3 (5"'
It can easily shown that the optimal control 6 is u..• for ~l > 0 while it
is \Ja •• for ~, < O.

The algorithm to find the quasi-optimal control over the interval (0,
At) for a pair of generators k and r involve the following steps:

1. Determine the relative velocity x, and acceleration X> of the k-th gen-
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erator with respect to the reference machine.

2. Determine '2 = x, -
2[L+bsgn(X3))

= 0 0<0

. 3. Set <X. = tIo., n if 2. > 0, otherwise DC= tIo•••

4. If 2. = 0, X3 > 0, DC.= tIo.1 n otherwise <X.=tIo •••••

5. Determine

n X,X3 1
"2 1 = Xl - ----- ------ + ------- X33

2 Wb () 3 (j ,
X2X3 1

2, = Xl - ------- + ------- X33
6 3 <;'

6. If ~l.$ 0 and~, ~O

u(t) = tIo.1 n if:;E > 0

u(t) = tIo ••• if ':2< 0

7. IfLI >0, u(t) = tIo.ln

z, < 0, u(t) = tIo•••

8. Once u(t) has been determined for a particular time step, tit< (t) and

u. (t) are obtained by working backwards through equations (4.47), (4.48) and.
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(4.49). L(t) and b(t) are assumedto remainconstant over the time step [0,

.ll.t].

9. Performingthe first seven steps for k=1';2,3......• n. k f. r and deter-

mine quasi-optimalcontrol for each generator for the time interval (0. At).

Thecontrol for the rth generation maybe obtained fromthe first pair.

10. Oncethe control vector u for all the generators has been determinedfor

the time interval [0, ll.t]. the state equation (4.30) is solved.for an integra-

tion step 1:>t. Hereall the initial values of Xand Yare available from the

initial load flow of the system. At the end of the integration step. X is.

changedandY is updatedby a load flowcalculation of equation (4.31).

Theprocedureis then continued for the time step [ ll.t.2 ~t]. Thealgo-

rithm is discontinued if someconvergenceor divergencecriteria are met.

Toobtain smciothvoltage regulation and .to avoid excessive switching. a

modificationof the abovecontrol proportional to the switching function is

used i.e.

u"(t) = k~

This provides a smoothtransition to normalvoltage regulation at the

expenseof a longer settling time.
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CHAPTER '5



SYSTEM SIMULA'1'ION

5.1 l.NI1UJ\CflOO

Th{schapter describes the ?-pplicationof the proposedcontrol strategy

to stabilize three realistic test systems subjected to several transient

disturbances:

i) 4 machineE1-Abiadsystemgiven in reference[31J.

ii) 7 machinesystemgiven in reference [44J, and

iii) BangladeshPowerSystem.

In simulating the various conventional stability, the simplifying as-

sumptions listed earlier were implictely adopted. For transient stability

study a interactive power system simulation package was used. The

methodologiesapplied here for both first swingand subsequentswingstability

havebeendevelopedin chapter 4.

This chapter presents a brief description of the systems. Thesimulation

results are presented in this chapter. Three situations are considered for

each fault: without any control. only braking resistor and shunt reactor con-

trol and both resistor and excitation control acting together.

5.2 TESTSYSTEM1

The 4 machine system [31J is widely used in different simulation

techniques. Thesystemis also used in this thesis to test the applicability

of the developedmethodologies.
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•

5.2.1 4 MachineHl-Abiad System [31]

The topology of 4 machine system given in figure 5.1 has' been studied

using both dynamicbraking resistor and shunt reactor control and the quasi-

optimal excitation control. The machine and network data and the load flow

results are given in AppendixB.

Three phase faults were simulated at A and B in figure 5.1, separately.

The faults were cleared by opening a line between respective buses. It is as-

sumedthat generators on both buses 3 and 4 are equipped with braking resistor

and shunt reactor. The value of conductance (Ot ) and susceptance (Ei) were

considered to be 1 and 10 per unit respectively, as assumed in,reference [31].

5.2.2 Result: Fault at Machine 3

Figure 5.2 shows the variation of all machine angles whena 3-(\)fault of

0.405eeduration was applied at A. Angles of all the machines are with respect

to machine 1. In this study, the process was abandoned if (i) b exceeded 1600"

and (ii) real time was greater th,,!, 3 seconds.

As can be seen, machine 3 exhibits first swing instability. Figure 5.3

shows the variation of all machine angles with proposed closed loop stabi-

lizing control consists of braking resistor and shunt control only under the

same fault condition. The figure indicates that the unstable machines are sta-

bilized with the braking resistor control. Although the system is stable the

later swings are still considerably large. The oscillation with both controls

acting simultaneously are significantly reduced. It is shown in the figure

5.4. A coniparison of responses from the severely disturbed machine ( #3 ) is

given in figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 gives the variation of machine velocity ( ~ )

with time for faulted machine. It is evident from this figure that with the

excitation control, the speed deviation reaches nearly zero as desired. The

variation of field voltage after the excitation control is applied is given in

figure 5.7.
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5.2.3 Results: Fault at Machine 4

Similarly a 3-<pfault of 0.5 see duration was applied at B(Fig.5.1).

Figure 5.8 shows the variation of machineang1es under the fault situation.

Machine # @'5 is unstable in this case. Figure 5.9 shows the machine angles 7

variation with time applying dYnamicbraking resistor and shunt reactor only.

The figure shows that though the unstable machine is stabilized with the brak-

ing resistor control, the later swings are still considerably large. The

response with both the control acting simultaneously is much better. It is

shown in the fig. 5.10. A comparison response from machine #4 is given in Fig.

5.11. Field voltage variation is shown in.fig; 5.12. In this study, the

process was abandoned if (1) 0 exceeded 1600 or (ii) real time was greater

then 6 sees.

5.2.4 Closing Comment

Table 5.1 gives the summaryof the switehing history for the test system

Fault

on bus

Critical machine Fault

clearing no. on

Brake

on

Reactor

on

Exciter

called

see. sec. sec. sec. .sec

3 0.39 3 0.0-0.40 0.35-0.50 0.52-0.80 0.82

4 0.49 4 0.0-0.5 0.45-0.63 0.68-1.25 1.26.

Table 5.1 Summaryof the switehing history of 4--machinesystem
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5.3 TESTSYm»t 2

Here we consider 7 machine system to test the proposed two quasi-optimal

control scheme.

5.3. 1 7 MachineCIGRBSystem

The 7 machine system given in reference [44J is tested first with the

dynamicresistor and shlHlt reactor control strategy and then with the coor-

dinated braking control and excitation control scheme. Fig. 5.13 gives the

system network; the machine and network data and the load flOw results are

given in AppendixB.

Three phase faults are simulated at A and B in figure 5.13 separately.

It is assumed that generators 1 and 6 both are equipped with braking resistor

and shlHlt reactor. Here also the process was abandoned if (i) b exceeded 1600

or (ii) time was greater than 6 sees.

5.3.2 Results: Fault at Bus 1

Figure 5. 14 shows the variation of all machine angles whena 3 - cP fault

of duration 0.4 see was applied at A. Angles of all the machines are with

respect to machine 4.

As can be seen machine 1 shows first swing instability. Figure 5.15 in-

dicates the variation of all machine angles with dynamic brake and shlHlt reac-

tor control only. 5.16 shows the variations with braking resistor and excita-

.tion control acting together where later swings are stabilized markedly. Angle

of variation with time of disturbed machine #1 is shown in figure 5. 17•

Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the velocity variations of machine #1 and field

voltage variation respectively. .
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5.3.3 Results: Fault at Machine 6

1
A 3 -<Pfault of duration 0.52 sec was applied at B (figure 5.13). Fig.

'?

5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 shows the variation of machine angles without control,

with only brake and reactor control and with coordinated proposed brake and

exci tation control scheme. A cOOlparisonof response frOOIthe severely dis-

turbed machine (#6) is given in figure 5.23. Velocity variation and field

voltage variation of machine #6 are given in figure 5.24 and 5.25.

5.3.4 Closing Conment

Table 5.2 gives the SUlllll8ryof the switching history for the test system

2 of 7 machines.

Fault on Critical Machine Fault Brake Reactor Exciter

machine

no.
clearing

sec

no. on
sec

on

sec

on

sec

on

sec

1

6

0.39

0.51

1

6

0.0-0.40 0.35-0.65 0.69-0.95

0.0-0.52 0.42-0.60 0.72-1;00

0.97

1.00

Table 5.2 Summary'of the switching history of 7 machine system

,
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5.4 TEST SYSTFl1 3

The control strategy was also tested on a relatively larger sytem -

Bangladesh power network.

5.4.1 Bangladesh Power Network

The network diagram given in figure 5. 26 is the topology of 11 machine

34 bus reduced Bangladesh Power Network. This power system maybe divided into

two zones: the East zone and the West zone separated by the rivers Padma,

Jamunaand Meghna. The pecularity of this .system is that a double circuit

relatively long line between TONHand ISUHconnects these two separate grids.

This connector is East-West Interconnector fonning an integrated national

grid. Out of 11 generating plant there is only 1 Hydro plant and 10 thermal

plants. Bangladesh Power Developnent Board (BPDB)has the sole responsibility

of generating, transmitting and distributing the electric energy in

Bangladesh. The generator and network dsta are given in Appendix B.

It is assumed that all the genera,tors except the reference machine

(Ghorasal MainGrid--GHnJ) are equipped with control means. Thus the control

is madeentirely of local variables (except :, r ) • Twocases were studied with

different fault locations. The values of conductance and susceptance were con-

sidered to be 1 and 10 p.u. respectively. The process was abandoned if (i~

exceeded 16Qo amd (ii) real time was greater then 6 secs.
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5.4.2 Results: Fault at Bus Kaptai Grid (KAPO)

A 3 -qJ fault was simulated at bus KAPOcleared after 0.42 seeS. The

cri tical clearing time is 0.4 sec. Figure 5.27 shows the variation of machine

angles without any control (severely disturbed machine responses are plotted).

As can be seen. the generators at bus KAPOand SIKG exhibit first swing

instabili ty. The state response with brakes are shown in figure 5.28. Fig.

5.29 shows the response of machine KAPOwithout control.. with brake snd reac-

tor control and with coordinated brake and-excitation control. 5.30 shows that

of machine SIKGfor above three cases.
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)( Machine at KAPG
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FIG.5 ..27 Response without control for a 34> faull on bus KAPG
cleared after 0.42 Sec:



FIG. 5.28 Response with braking resistor and shunt control tor a
3<p tau It on bu s KAPG
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FIG.5.29 ResponsE;' of Machine KAPG without control, with braking resistor
control and with braking resistor and excitation con~rol.
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• With resistor and reactor control
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FIG. 5.30 Response of Machine 51KG without control, with braking
action and with coordinated control scheme.
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5.43 Results : Fault at BusSikalbahaGrid (snro)

A 3 -~ fault was simulated at bus SIKOfor a fault duration of 0.44

sees. ThecritiCal clearing time was0.43 sees for this fault condition.

Figure 5.31 shows the unstable system response without any control. The

maChineat bus SIKOis unstable as can be seeri fromthe figure. After applica-

tion of the brake and shunt reactor according to the proposed control algo-

rithm the system is stabilized as shownin figw;e 5.32. Figure 5.33 showsthe

response of faulted machineSIKGwithout control, with the braking resistor

and shunt reactor control and with the proposedcoordinated control algorithm.
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FIG.531 Response without control for a 3<p fault on bus(;E ~-y5IKG
cleared otter 0.44 Sec.
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FIG, 5.32 Response with braking resistor and shunt control tor a
3:p fault on SIKG
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l

FIG.5.33 Response of Machine 51KGwithout control,with braking resistor
and shunt control and wi th coord in ated control scheme.
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5.4.4 Closing Comment

From the two study on Banglad(~8h power s)'stem, it is shown that when a

faul t is applied to bus SIKG, only machine at SIKG, exhibits first. swing

instability, machine at KAPG is "ffected but machines at ASMGand SHAGare

somewhat stable. The other machines are not so affected which are not shown.

When a fault is applied to bus KAPG, machines at KAPGand' SIKGshows first

swing instability but all other machines are someho", stable. The proposed con-

trol scheme manage to stable the faulted unstable machines.

Table 5.3 gives the SUlmnaryof the switching history for Bangladesh

Pm;er Network.

Fault Cri tical ~lachine Fault

on clearing at on

bus time

Bralte

on

Reactor

on

Exciter

on

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

KAPG 0.40
KAPG

SIKG

0.0-0.42 0.4-0.8

0.0-0.42 O.4~1.0

0.81-1.28

1.1-1.5

1.3

1. 51

SIRG 0.43 SIKG 0.0-0.44 0.42-0.64 0.65-1.28 1.29

----------------------------------------------------------------
Table 5.3 Summaryof the switching history of BPS
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CHAPTER 6



CX::>NCLUSIONS

6. 1 CXJNLUJSIONS

In this 'thesis, a quasi-optimal real-time coordinated feedback control
strategy for d.vnami6 resistor-shunt reactor and excitation control is proposed
for total stabilization of power systems. The time optimal control of using
dynamic brake and shunt reactor has been obtained as a function of synchronous
machine power, its rotor angular Position and speed deviation. Whereas the ex-
citation control scheme has been also obtained directly of a function of rela-
tive rotor angle, frequency and acceleration of different synchronous machine
of the system. These two quasi-optimal minimum time control strategies were
applied sequentially to control transiently disturbed machine. The control
problem was formulated into a minimum time control problem which gave a very
effective "quasi-optimal" closed loop scheme to stabilize both 'transient and
dynamic instability. This localised aim feedback control scheme require very
little online computation using relatively' little hardware (as it is not
necessary to solve the system differential equation) and simple local
measurements. The strategy. is adaptive in that the control is a function of
velocity and acceleration etc.which depend on the conditions existing at the

time.
After a large disturbance, the faulted machine expresses, a first swing

instabil'ity. To control this instability, the quasi-optimal dynamic braking
and shunt reactor control is very effective. Though the system is stable, the
later swings are considerably large. Ih the latter case, modern fast excita-
tion systems can be very effectively employed to wipe out smaller swings. In
this thesis, these two quasi-optimal controls were used sequentially follow~
ing the fault.

In order to formulate the mathematical model of the proposed control
scheme, first the dynamic models were chosen and then Pontryagin's minimum
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principle was used to develop an "optimal"control based on a reasonably

specified criterion. A "quasi-optimal"closed loop schemewas then presented.

TIletheory derived for the single machinesystemhas been extended to a

multi-machine system. It has been shown.that if the reference machinein the

multi-machinesystemis relatively large and is not equipped with braking

resistor and shunt reactor control, then the control strategy for each machine

is exactly similar to that of the single machinecase. This meansthat in this

case the control can be expressed in tenns of variables local to each machine.

TIle control schemehas been tested on three multi-machinesystems - a 4

generator system, a 7 generator systemand 11 generator Bangladesh system.

For each case, the systemhas been simulatedwithout control, with the dynamic

braking resistor' and shunt.reactor control andwith the coordinated sequential

application of dynamicbrake, shunt reaCtor and excitation control. Results

indicate that the braking control stabilize the unstable system and the ex-

citation control wipe out the subsequentoscillations loIhichare generally

desired. For BPSthe proposedalgoritlun is also effective in controlling first

swingand subsequentswingsstability.

TIle4 machinesystemwere studied by other researchers. TIley used a

reduced single machineequivalent modelfor multimachinesystemto determine

the switchingof the resistor, reactor and excitor. Comparisonof the results

with the proposedmethodshowthat. the latter is simpler in implementationbe-

cause it is closed loop, does not require networkreduction and also effective

in tenns of stabilization.

Test results on the multimachinesyStemshowthat the control schemeis

very effective in stabilizing the systems. With application of coordinated

control scheme, the rotor angle variation with time is shownto becomevery

lowand velocity of faulted machineis shownto approachnearly zero. So these

coordinatedbraking resistor and,shunt reactor control and excitation control

can be applied effectively to any powersystemto stabilize first swingand
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subsequent swing instability.

Basically, the control is detennined at each instant by the conditions

at that time and for the braldng resistor and shnnt reactor control, the "=n-

trol is inherently a bang-bang strategy. This will present some problems in

realization of the controller. Multiple switching can occur when the trajec-

tory approaches the switching botmdary = 0 because of the variation" of the

switching bonndary in the phase plane caused by varying L(t) and b(t). In

addition, from the view point of voltage regulation, the excitation control

can be excessive for smaller "swings. Use of a deadband on the control action

when the trajectory approaches the switching botmdary or the origin of the

"phase plane can eliminate this. Another approach' is to make the control action

proportional to which was used here. The proportional control while not as

effective as bang-bang control in the initial stages, provides a smooth tran-

sition to normal voltage regulation and for smaller swings, this control

reduces to a velocity feedback. Proportional =ntrol seems to be preferable.

6.2 SWGF:STIOOS FCR FlRllIBR RFSEARCII

Further improvementon the multimachine system ~rformance is possible

at the cost of more complexity on the control scheme, such as including phase

lead/lag compensators, governor and turbine control etc. Further areas of in-

vestigation includes the implementation of the control schemeon laboratory

model of po~er system micromachines, etc. Simple measurementmethods L(x) term

in the control equation will definitely simplify implementation. Study of sen-

"sitivity of this term to palcm~ters variation deserves attention.

While a highly detail •..>dmachine model maybe used in the algorithm, the

computational effort would be excessive for the benefit gained. Amajor objec-

tive of future studies is the consideration of various approximation in order
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to obtain a strategy that can be easily implemented by microprocessors or

minicomputers. In this effort, a key factor is the choice of quantities to be

measured in that they must be easily attained and locally measured. Someworks

with local instead of global control are encouraging.Last,not least, would be

to study the control on somereal systems; especially on the systems which are

equipped with braking resistors and excitation system.
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APPENDIX A

SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR EQUATIONS

Park's equation relating the voltages,currents etc. for the developnent

..of the control strategy are given here. The symbols v, i , r, '\' and w respectively

denote the voltage,current,resistance,flux linkage and speed and the subscript

d,q,a,f refer to direct axes,quadrature axes,armature and field quantities

respectively. D denotes the differential operator d/dt.2nf radian per second

is chosen as the base speed Wb •The speed of the machine is w radian per

second.

The voltages of the machine can be expressed as t45.41.l

Vd r. (-id ) 1 w (A.l.ll= + e.u" D'+'d - - ~. Wb

V. = r. (-i.) 1 w (A.l.2)+Wb 'D '+'q,+ <iJb 'lid

V'd = r, d i, d + ~D'V{d (A.l.3)

V" = rl. i" +L '0'1' (A.l.4)cu. {'It

Negative signs are given to id and i. since the aramature winding of a

generator is an active network that converts mechanical energy into electric

energy.

The flux linkages are expressed in tenus of current and reactances as

follows

'Yd - . Xd (-id ) + Xaf d if d (A.2.1)

'Y. = x. (-i. ) + Xal q if q (A.2.2)

'!',d = Xald(-id)+ XII d if d (A.2.3)

'V,• = Xal. (-i.)+ XI r q i, q • (A.2.4)

In the equations (A.2) , the total reactances of the respective windings
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are denoted by Xd, x., XII and the mutual reactances of' the respective axes by

","Id'and ","I •.

Let SOllIe newvoltages be defined as follows

(A.3.3)

(A.3.!)

(A.3.2)

","Id
Erd = --------- Vld

rl d
/ ","I d
E. = -------- "f, d,

XII d
/ ","I. 'Y,•Ed =--------

XII.

E = ","'di'd (A.3.4)
Where, Erd',&.,& and E are all internal voltages of the armature.Erd may

, .
be interpreted. as the field voltage as seen from the armature and VId is the

voltage applied to the field winding of direct axis.E~ is the q-axis transient

internal voltage and Erd equals E only in the steady state.

From(A.3.2) and (A.2) it can be derived,

/E. ","Id ","Id= ---- "P I d = (XII d id - "'"I d id)
Xlld Xlld

x2.t d

= "'" I did - ----- id
XI I d

JE. = (A. 4)

where, Xd is d-axis transient reactance which is defined as

/ x2 a' d
Xd = Xd - ------

XIId
/ x2 a I q

Similarly, x. = X. - ------
XII.

From (A.4),
/ ,) .E. = E. + (Xd- Xd 1d

Similarly,
,

') .Ed = 'Ed - (X. - Xq 1q

(A. 5)

(A.6 )

Neglecting resistance and the transfer voltage (Le. setting D 'I'd,D'V.,
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terms to zero) and considering the fact that the variation of frequency has

little effect on voltage (uJ/Olb = l),equation (A.l) and (A.2) can be com-

bined as,

(A.7)

v. = -Xd id + E.

Combiningequation (A.6) and (A.7) gives

LF' henry XI f d
I _J__Td. = -------- = (A.9)RF olun w., r'd
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APPENDIX B

SYSTEM DATA

B.1 Parameters for 4 - Machine System

a. Line Data

LINE IMPEDENCE
From To R X

1 2 0.05 0..20.
2 3 0..10. 0..50
3 4 0.20 0..80

4 5 0..10. 0..30.
5 6 0..20. 0.40.
6 1 0.10. . 0..50.

b.Synchronous Machine Data

Gen. No.. At Bus Rating
1 1 10.0
2 2 15
3 3 40.

4 4 30

H

95.3
1.498

2.997

. 2.0.

. 121

0..0.04
.1.0

0.50.
0..40.

D(p.u)
0..0.0.265
0..0.318
0..0.0.66
0..00.16



c, Loads

Bus

2

5

6

P(MW)

20,0
40.0
30,0

Q(MVAR)

10,0
15.0
10.0

d. Load Flow for Prefault Condition

Bus V Ang(deg, ) P.(MW) Q. (MVAR) PL(MW) QL(MVAR)

1 1.0 0.0 33.2 9.1 0.0 0.0
2 1.002 -0.12 10.0 5.0 ' 20.0 10.0
3 1.084 4.62 30.0 20.0 0.0 0.0
4 1.025 1.41 20.0 10,0 0.0 0.0
5 0.956 -2.80 0.0 0.0 40,0 15.0.
6 0.953 -2.30 0.0 0,0 30.0 10.0
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B.2 Parameters for 7 - Machine System

a.Line Data

LINE IMPEDENCE
From To R X(p.u) Y(p.u. )
2 3 0.04503 0.12365 0.10125
3 4 0.01185 0.07802 0.15185
4 0 0.01640 0.06518 0.15187
0 2 0.01639 0.06380 0.15187
3 1 0.00976 0.04839 0.10125
1 4 0.00976 0.04839 0.05060
4 5 0.00395 0.01975 0.10125
4 6 0.00751 0.01975 0.60760
3 9 0.01146 0.05530 0.10125
9 8 0.04880 0.19160 0.10125
8 7 0.01185 0.07402 0.15187
6 8 0.01876 0.06281 0.10125
4 9 0.04880 0.19160 0.10125

b.Synchronous Machine data
M/C at Bus Rating H ' X'd

1 100 11.35 0.074
2 100 7.75 0.118
3 100 14.31 0.062
4 100 17.98 0.049
5 100 11.35 0.074
6 .100 12.76 0.071

,"
7 100 10.71 0.087 I
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c. Prefault Load Flow Condition

Bus v Ang(deg.) P.(MW) Qo(MVAR) PL(MW) QL(MVAR)

2 1.0000 -6.2810 120.0 124.578 200.0 120.0
3 1.0400 -0.7920 256.0 100.335 0.0 0.0
4 1.0150 -2.9160 300.0 136.885 650.0 405.0
0 0.9894 -6.1310 . 0.0 0.000 90.0 45.0
1 1.0600 0.6560 217.0 95.109 0.0 0.0
5 1.0550 -0.8470 230.0 165.571 0.0 0.0
6 1.0200 -2,5090 160.0 39.286 80.0 30.0
9 0.9592 -5.7930 0,0 0.000 230.0 140.0
8 0.9909 -3.5090 0,0 0,000 100.0 50.0
7 1.0100 0,0000 175.1 47.177 90.0 40,0
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B.3 .Parameters for 11 - Hachine System

a. Line Data

LINE

From To R

IMPEDENCE

X(p.u) Y-shunt(p.u)

KAPG CHAN 0.0046 0.0177 0.0021
CHAN MADA 0.0178 0,0677 0.0790
KAPG MADA 0.0224 0.0855 0.0100
MADA . FENI 0.0564 0.2153 0.0253
sum MADA 0.0093 0.0355 0.0042
MADA KUl.S 0.0070 0.0266 0.0031
SIKG HALL 0.0088 0.0337 0.0040
HALL KUl.S 0.0112 0.0426 0.0050
KUl.S BARU 0.0065 0.0248 0.0029
KAPG BARU 0.0288 0.1100 0.0129
FENI aMI 0.0281 0.1071 . 0.0126
CCMI ASMJ 0.0333 0.1653 0.0180
AS!'l:l . GIJ!'I} 0.0251 0.0958 0.0112
ASHG GHHG 0.0066 0.0327 0.0328
ASMJ SHAG 0.0299 0.1142 0.0134
SIDG GIJ!'I} 0.0255 0.0972 0.0114
GIlliG TONH 0.0040 0.0200 0.0200
MIRP TONM 0.0084 0.0342 0.0035
FQST MIRP 0.0167 0.0684 0.0069
SIDG FQST 0.0135 0.0551 0.0056
SIOO ULLO 0.0088 0.0361 '0.0037
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TONH lSUH 0.0210 0.1042 0.1045
BHEG FARl 0.0806 0.2380 0.0262
FARl MPUR 0.0496 0.1465 0.0161
MPUR BARl 0.0434 0.1282 0.0141
BARl BAGE 0.0512 0.1512 0.0168
BAGE OOAG 0.0333 0.0985 0.0099
OOAG BHEG 0.1252 0.3698 0.0406
OOAG NOAP 0.0174 0.0513 0.0056
NOAP JESS 0.0198 0.0586 0.0064
JESS JlIEN 0.0347 0.1025 0.0113
JlIEN BAIT 0.0355 . 0.0989 0.0109
BAIT BHEG 0.0174 0.0513 0.0056
BHEG lSUM 0.0074 0.0220 0.0022
BOOG lSUM 0.0788 0.2329 0.0235
ULLO TONM 0.0112 0.0456 0.0048
SIDG CXX1I 0.0508 0.1912 0.0334
AS1'fl ASHG 0.0000 0.0600 0.0000
TONM TONH 0.0000 0.0500 0.0000
GHMG GHHG 0.0000 0.0600 0.0000
lSUM lSUH 0.0000 0.0300 0.0000

b. Generator Data

M/C at Bus

KAPG

SlKG

ASMG

SHAG

Base MVA

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

H

11.361
3.6375
17.820
9.1325

12fi

0.1481
0.4658
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ASHG 100.0 12.160 0.1000
GHHG 100.0 5.1793 0.1659
SIDG 100.0 4.4062 0.3997
Glffi 100.0 6.0795 0.2399
GOAG 100.0 15.692 0.0945
BHEG 100.0 4.3200 0.3635
BOGG 100.0 5.6230 0.2186

c.Prefault Load Flow Condition

Bus v Ang(deg) , Po (MW) Qa (MVAR) Pt{MW) QdMVAR)

HALl 1.0810 -3.885 0.0 0.0 33.0 26.7
'CHAN 1.0472 -2.864 0.0 0.0 44.7 33.5
MADA 1.0270 -3.488 0.0 0.0 14.1 10.6
KUlB 1.0238 -3.566 0.0 0.0 25.6 19.2
FENl 0.9898 -3.928 0.0 0.0 42.5 31.9
CU'll 0.9927 -3.057 0.0 0.0 86.2 63.8
fUlT 0.9988 -4.316 0.0 0.0 35.0 -57.6
MlRP 0.9864 -4.333 0.0 0.0 46.4 34.8
ULLO 0.9823 -4.194 0.0 0.0 98.3 73.7
TONM 0.9880 -3.958 0.0 0.0 84.8 60.8
TONH 1.0288 0.116 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
KAPG 1.0600 -2.:F5 155.0 121.226 0.0 0.0
SlKG 1.0250 -3.635 60.0 55.457 61.9 45.9
ASMG 1.0600 1.918 236.0 117.7 72.3 48.5
SHAG 1.0600 2.076 49.0 24.267 43.9 27.1
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GHMG 1.0400 0.000 111.76 92.57 82.8 62.1
SIDG 0.9950 -3.518 74.0 54.0 104.2 78.1
GIlliG 1.0450 1.123 210.0 151.69 0;0 0.0
ASHG 1.0700 3.075 294.0 130.0 0.0 0.0
BHEG 1.0450 -12.266 30.0 37.94 9.5 7.1
GOAG 0.9600 -16.897 98.0 84.341 89.4 67.1
BOGG 1.0550 -16.057 80.0 55.708 142.702 33.046
lSllH 0.9226 -7.6960 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
lSUM 1.0535 -11.775 0.0 0:0 105.2 78.9
FARl 0.9543 -16.298 0.0 0.0 15.1 11.3
MPUR 0.9226 -17.970 0.0 0.0 5.5 4.1
BARl 0.9020 -19.116 0.0 0.0 28.9 21.7
BAGE 0.9287 -18.187 0.0 0.0 14.1 9.2
NOAP 0.9530 -17.008 0.0 0.0 10.1 7.8
JESS 0.9514 -16.850 0.0 0.0 22.6 17.0
JHEN 0.9745 -15.496 0.0 0.0 18.8 14.1
BAIT 1.0<175 -13.452 0.0 0.0 9.2 6.9
BARll 1.0366 -3.6520 0.0 0.0 18.2 13.6
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AF'P'ENDIX C

C. 1. SI.1BIllUITNll 1

C TIlE FOlLOWING SUBROUTINE IS USED WITH TIlE INTERACfIVE PQIoIER.

C SYSTEM ANALYSIS PACKAGETO OBSERVE THE RESmNSE OF TIlE

C UNSTABLE MACHINE APPLYING BRAKING RESISTOR &. SIRJNT

C REACfOR mNTROL

C

SUBRUJTINE BCNTRJ"

OOMMON/OPT1(RF(20),XF(20) ,XAF(20) ,RK(20),RT(20),SL(20),EX(20)

<nHlN/OPT2/EN( 20) ,A( 20 ,60) ,CFD( 20) ,OER( 10) ,Y( 10) ,WO,!'K>PT(20)

OOMMON/OPT3/NEQ(10),EREF(20),ZSO(20),ZSQ(20)

OOMMON/U2/KG,NR,NG,NM,KP,KO,IA,IG,IML,IPC,MAX1T,ITS,F,VA

OOMMON/BUS1[VKR(50),VKM(50),CKR(50),CKM(50),BUS(50)

OOMMON/G3/KBUS(20) ,KK(20) ,CO(20) ,CQ(20)

OOMMON/U5/JJ, LF, TSTEP, TIME ,1MAX

OOMMON/U4/JSM,NRBUS,ANGMAX,NO,PI~r,PINT2,PTM,IPRE,PRTIME,NOPT,SP41

OOMMON/OIF1/0EL(.20) ,W(20) ,EF(20) ,IM(20)

OOMMON/DIF2/~( 20) ,ED( 20) ,ETIQ(20) ,ETID( 20)

COM!'K>N/G1/PT(20) ,QT(20),PE(20),H(20) ,OA(20) ,TQ(20) ,TD(20)

OOMMON/G2/XTD(20) ,lITQ( 20) ,XSO( 20) ,XSQ( 20) ,RA( 20)

OOMMON/QQ/UH(800),IH,OBF(800)

C

PI=3.1415

K=3

UH(IH)=O.O

UMAX=IM(K)-PE(K)
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UMIN=PM(K)-PE(K)-1.0
UMAX=UMAX/(2.0*H(K)
UMIN=UMIN/(2.0*H(K»
Xl=DEL(K)fWO
X2=(W(K)-WO)fWO

C*******************************************
C IF(X2.GT.0.0)GO TO 433
CCCCC IF(X2.LT.O.O)GO TO 533
C IF(X2.LT.0.0.AND.UMAX.GT.0.0)GO TO 533
C IF(X2.LT.0.0.AND.UMAX.LT.0.0)GO TO 633
C433 SIG=X1-0.5*X2**2/UMIN+PI/(2.0*WO)
C GO TO 733
C533 SIG=X1-0.5*X2**2/UMAX-PI/(2.0*WO)
C GO TO 733
C733 OO(IH)=O.O
C IF(SIG.GT.0.0)OO(IH)=1.0
C GO TO 833
C633 OO(IH)=O.O
C**********************************************

SIG=X1-0.5*X2**2/UMIN+PI/(2.0*WO)
IF(X2.LT.O.O)SIG =X1+0.5*X2**2/UMAX -PI/(2.0*WO)
DBF(IH)=SIG
OO(IH)=O.O
IF(SIG.GT.0.0)OO(IH)=1.0

C IF(TlME.GT.0.725)OO(IH)=0.0
C WRlTE(2,200)DEL(K),W(K),WO,OO(IH)
C200 FORMAT(5X, 'DEL=',FlO.5,5X,'WK=',F10.5,5X,'WO=',F10.5,'00=',F5.2)
833 WRlTE(2,901)SIG,OO(IH),UMAX,X2,UMIN,X1
901 FORMAT(2X,'SIG=',F10.5,3X,'00=',F8.3,3X,'UMAX:',F10.5,'X2=',F10.5,
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l'UMIN=',F10.5,'X1='F10.5)5)

IH=IH+l

C

900 RETURN

END

C. 2. SUBlUJTINE 2

C HIE FOLLOWING SlJBOCUfINE IS USED WITH THE INTERACTIVE POWER

C SYSTEM ANALYSIS PACKAGE TO OBSERVE THE RESPONSE OF THE

C UNSTABLE MACHINE APPLYING IIDrosED co--oRDINATED

C BRAKING RESISTOR-SHUNT RE:ACTOR& EXCITATION CONTROL SCHEME.

C

SUBROUTINE CONTRL(US, K)

lXI1OON/OPr1/RF(20) ,XF(20) ,XAF(20) ,RK(20) ,RT(20) ,SL(20) ,EX(20)

<:::aMJN/OPr2/EN( 20) ,A( 20 ,60) ,CFD( 20) ,DER( 10) , Y( 10) , WO, MJPr ( 20)

OOMMON/OPr3/NEQ(10),EREF(20),ZSD(20),ZSQ(20)

OOMMON/U2/KG,NR,NG,NM,KP,KO, IA,IG,IML,IPC,MAXIT, ITS,F,VA

octl1JN/BUS1/VKR(50) ,VKM(50) ,L1KR(50),CKM(50) ,BUS(50)

OOMMON/G3/KBUS(20) ,KK( 20) ,CD( 20) ,CQ( 20)

<XMiJN/U5/JJ ,LF, TSTEP, TIME, '!'MAX

OOMMON/U4/JSM,NRBUS,ANGMAX,NO,PINT,PINT2,PTM,IPRE,PRTIME,NOPr,SP41

<:::aMJN/DIF1/DEL(20),W(20),EF(20),PM(20)

CXX'11JN/DIF2/~( 20) ,ED( 20) ,ETrQ( 20) ,ETTD( 20)

OOMMON/G1/Pr(20),QT(20) ,PE(20) ,H(20),DA(20) ,TQ(20),TD(20)

CXHDN/G2/XTD( 20) ,XTQ( 20) ,XSD( 20) ,XSQ( 20) ,RA( 20)

<:::aMJN/SIGMA/S1, S2, S3, TFAULT, NHP

US=O.O
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. IF(TUIE.LE. TFAULT)OO TO 900

IF(OOPr(K) .EQ.O) 00 TO 900

IF('l'STEP.LE.l.E-5) 00 TO 900

IF(K.EQ.NRBUS)OO TO 90

M=NRBUS

N=KBUS(K)

VR=VKR(N)

VM=VKM(N)

VK=SQRT(VR**2+VM**2)

ANK=ATAN2(VM; VR)

VR=VKR(M)

VM=VKM(N)

ANR=ATAN2(VM, VR)

VR=SQRT(VR**2+VM**2)

Vl=EX(K)

V2=EN(K)

V3=EX(M)

V4=EN(M)

CLK=Y(K) *CFD(K) I (2. *H(K) *XTI>(K) *TD(K) )

CBK=-Y(K)/(2.*H(K)*X'lTI(K)*'lTI(K»

CLR=Y(M) *CFD(M) / (2. *H(M) *XTI>(M) *TD(M) )

CBR=-Y(M) / (2. *H(M) *XTI>(M) *TD(M) )

IF(CBK.ur.O •• AND.CBR.G'r.O.) 00 TO 10

IF(CBK.LT.O •• AND.CBR.LT.O.)OO TO 20

IF(CBK.GT.O •• AND.CBR.LT.O.)OO TO 30

UMAX=CLK-CLR+CBK*V2-CBR*V4

UMIN=CLK-GLR+CBK*VI-GBR*V3

UKX=V2

UKN=Vl
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URX=V4
URN=V3
GO ro 40

10 UMAX=CLK-CLRt{;Bj{*V1-eBR*v4
UMIN=CLK-eIRt{;Bj{*V2-eBR*V3
UKX=V1
UKN=V2
URX=V4
URN=V3
GO ro 40

20 UMAX=CLK-CLRt{;Bj{*V2-eBR*V3
UMIN=CLK-CLRt{;Bj{*V1-eBR*V4
UKX=V2
UKN=V1
URX=V3
URN=V4
GO ro 40

30 UMAX=CLK-CLRt{;Bj{*V1-eBR*V3
UMIN=CLK-CLRt{;Bj{*V2-CBR*V4
UKX=V1
UKN=V2
URX=V3
URN=V4

40 X1=(DEL(K)-DEL(M»)/W0
CARD=X1.
X2=(W(K)-W(M»/WO
X3=0.5*(PM(K)-PE(K»/H(K)-O.5*(PM(M)-PE(M»)/H(M)
IF(X1.GT.0.)GO ro 45
UX=UMIN
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UN=UMAX
UMAX=UX
UMIN=UN
Xl=-Xl
X2=-X2
X3=-X3

45 SlG=X2-0.5*X3**2/UMIN
IF(X3.LT.O.)SIG=X2-0.5*X3**2/UMAX
ALPHA=UMIN
IF(SIG.GT.O.)ALPHA=UMAX
IF(ABS(ALPHA) .LE.0.05)GO TO 85
Tl=3.1415927*0.5/W0
SIGl=Xl-Tl-X2*X3/ALPHA+(X3**3)/(3.0*ALPHA**2)
SIG2=siGl+Tl
IF(SIGl.LE.0 .•AND.SIG2.GE.0.0)GO TO 50
IF(SIGl.ar.O.)U=UMIN
IF(SIG2.LT.0.)U=UMAX
GO TO 60

50 U=UMAX
IF(SIG.GT.O.)U=UMIN

60 OONTlNUE
IF(ABS(U-UMAX).LE.l.E-7)GO TO 70
.USK=UKN
USR=URN
IF(CARD.LT.O.)USK=-USK
IF(CARD.LT.O.)USR=-USR
GO TO 80

70 USK=UKX
USR=UHX
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IF(CARD.LT.O.)USK=-USK
IF(CARD.LT.O.)USR=-USR"

80 IF(ABS(U) .LE••02)RETURN
IF(SIGl.GT.O.)USK=Sl*ABS(SIGl)*USK/ABS(USK)
IF(SIG2.LT.0.)USK=S2*ABS(SIG2)*USK/ABS(USK)
IF(SIGl.LE.0 ••AND.SIG2.GE.0.)USK=S3*ABS(SIG)*USK/ABS(USK)
US=USK
USMAX=lOO.*Vl/RK(K)
USMIN=100.*V2/RK(K)
IF(US.GE.USMAX)US=USMAX
IF (US.LE.USMIN) US=USMIN
IF(PE(K).LT.O.O)US=USMAX

85 Xl=(DEL(K)-DEL(M»*180./3.14l5927
SACC=0.5*(PM(K)-PE(K»/H(K)
WRITE (2,901 )K,SIGI ,SIG2 ,SIG,US,UMAX,UMIN ,SACC,X2 ,X3
RETURN

C OONTROL FOR THE REFERENCE MACHINE
90 CONTINUE

CLK=Y(K) *CFD(K) / (2.*XTD(K) *TD(K) *H(K) )
CBK=-Y(K) /(2.*H(K) *XTD(K) *TD(K) )
UMAX=CLKt{;BJ{*Vl
UMIN=CLKt{;BJ{*V2
IF(CBK.LT.0.)UMAX=CLK+CBK*V2
IF(CBK.LT.O.)UMIN=CLK+CBK*Vl
EREF(l) =ANK
Xl= (DEL(K) )tWO
X2=(W(K)-WO)/wO
X3=0.5*(PM(K)-PE(K»/H(K)
SIG=X2-0.5*(X3**2)/UMIN
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IF(X3.LT.0.)SIG=X2-0.5*(X3**2)/UMAX
ALPH=UMIN
IF(SIG.GT.O.)ALPH=UMAX
IF(ABS(ALPH) .LE••05)00 TO 85
SIG1=Xl-3.l4l5927*0.5/WO-X2*X3/AlJ11t(X3**3)/(3.0*ALPH**2)
SIG1=SIG1-DEL(K-l)/WO
SIG2=Xl-X2*X3/ALPHt(X3**3)/(3.0*NJPH**2)-DEL(K-l)/WO
IF(SIG1.GT.0.0)US=-Sl*SIGl
IF(SIG2.LT.0.0)US=-S2*SIG2
IF(SIG1.LE.0 ..AND.SIG2.GE.0.)US=-S3*SIG
US=-20.*SIG
IF(CBK.LT.O.)US=-US

C 90IF(SIG1.GT.0.)USR=200.*ABS(SIGl)*USR/ABS(USR)
C IF(SIG2.LT.0.)USR=200.*ABS(SIG2)*USR/ABS(USR)
C IF(SIGl.LT.0 ..AND.SIG2.GT.0.)USR=20.*ABS(SIG)*USR/ABS(USR)
C USRMX=100.*V3/RK(M)
C USRMN=100.*V4/RK(M)

\ C IF(EREF(l) .GE.USRMX )htl.EF(l)=USllMX
C IF(EREF(l).LE.USRMN)EREF(l)=USRMN
C Pl=DEL(M)*180./3.l4l5927
C SACC=0.5*(PM(M)-PE(M))/H(K)
C WRlTE(2,90l)M,SIG1,SIG2,SIG,EREF(1),UMAX,UMIN,SACC,X2,X3

900 REI'URN
901 FORMAT(5X,2HSW,2X,I2,3X,9F10.5)

1 FORMAT(5X,lH*,2F10.5)
2 FORMAT(5X,2H**,2F10.5)
3 FORMAT(5X,3H***,2F10.5)
4 FORMAT(5X,4H****,2F10.5)

END
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AF'J."'ENDIX D

PONTRYAGIN'S MINIMUM PRINCIPLE

.The control problem is to find an admissible control u' that causes the
system

x(t) = a( x(t), u(t), t) (D.l)

to follow an admissible trajectory x' that minimizes the performance measure

J(U) = J\( x(t), u(t), t)dt
t.

(D.2 )

Then a function called Hamiltonian (43) is defined as

H = g( x(t), u(t), t) + pT(t)[a( x(t), u(t), t») (D.3)

where p. (t),P2(t),- -'- - - are the Lagrange multipliers.

Pontryagin's minimum principle (43) states that an optimal control must
minimize the Hamiltonian i.e. a necessary condition for u' to minimize the
functional J is

H (x'(t) ,u'(t),p'(t),t) ~ H (x'(t),u(t),p'(t),t) (D~4)

for all admissible u(t) and for all tE(to,t,), P'(t) is the optimal value of
coestate p(t). Thus from Pontryagin's minimum principle, it is emphasized that
u'(t) is a control that causes H(x.(t),u(t),p'(t),t) to assume its global
minimum.
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